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A new approach to single-sideband (SSB) signal design and ana-

lysis for communications systems is developed. It is shown that SSB

signals may be synthesized by use of the conjugate functions of any

entire function where the arguments are the real modulating signal and

its Hilbert transform. Entire functions are displayed which give the

SSB amplitude-modulated (SSB-AM), SSB frequency-modulated (SSB-FM),

SSB envelope-detectable, and SSB square-law detectable signals. Both

upper and lower SSB signals are obtained by a simple sign change.

This entire generating function concept, along with analytic

signal theory, is used to obtain generalized formulae for the properties

of SSB signals. Formulae are obtained for (1) equivalent realizations

for a given SSB signal, (2) the condition for a suppressed-carrier SSB

signal, (3) autocorrelation function, (4) bandwidth (using various de-

finitions), (5) efficiency of the SSB signal, and (6) peak-to-average

power ratio. The amplitude of the discrete carrier term is found to be

xi i i
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equal to the absolute value of the entire generating function evaluated

at the origin provided the modulating signal is AC coupled. Examples

of the use of these formulae are displayed where these properties are

evaluated for stochastic modulation.

The usefulness of a SSB signal depends not only on the pro-

perties of the signal but on the properties of the overall system as well.

Consequently, a comparison of AM, SSB-AM, SSB-FM, and FM systems is

made from the overall viewpoint of generation, transmission with additive

Gaussian noise, and detection. Three figures of merit are used in these

comparisons: (1) Output signal-to-noise ratios, (2) Energy-per-bit of

information, and (3) System efficiency.

In summary, the entire generating function concept is a new tool

for synthesis and analysis of single-sideband signals.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In recent years the use of single-sideband modulation has become

more and more popular in communication systems. This is due to certain

advantages such as conservation of the frequency spectrum and larger post-

detection signal-to-noise ratios in suppressed carrier single-sideband

systems when comparison is made in terms of total transmitted power.

A single-sideband communication system is a system which generates

a real signal waveform from a real modulating signal such that the Fourier

transform, or voltage spectrum, of the generated signal is one-sided about

the carrier frequency of the transmitter. In conventional amp!itude-modu-

lated systems the relationship between the real modulating waveform and

the real transmitted signal is given by the well-known formula:

X/\M (t) = A
0 [1 + m(t)] cos w 0 t , |m(t) | <1 (1.1)

where A 0 is the amplitude constant of the transmitter

m(t) is the modulating (real) waveform

(jo
0
is the carrier frequency of the transmitter.

Likewise, frequency-modulated systems generate the transmitted waveform:

X FM (t) = A
0 cos [co 0 t

+ D m(t')dt'] (1.2)
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where A 0 is the amplitude constant of the transmitter

m(t) is the modulating (real) waveform

o) 0 is the frequency of the transmitter

D is the transducer constant of the modulator.

Now, what is the corresponding relationship for a single-sideband system?

Oswald, and Kuo and Freeny have given the relationship:

Xssb-AM^) = A o [mU) cos “o* " sin -ot] (1-3)

where A 0 is the amplitude constant of the transmitter

m(t) is the modulating signal

m(t) is the Hilbert transform of the modulating signal

u 0 is the frequency of the transmitter [1, 2].

This equation represents the conventional upper single-sideband suppressed-

carrier signal, which is now known as a single-sideband amplitude-modulated

suppressed-carrier signal (SSB-AM-SC). It will be shown here that this is

only one of an infinitely denumerable set of single-sideband signals. In-

deed, it will be shown that any member of the set can be represented by

XssbU) = A o C u (m (t)> m(t)) cos o> 0 t + V(m(t), m(t)) sin o> 0 t] (1.4)

where A
Q is the amplitude constant of the transmitter

U(x,y) and V(x,y) are the conjugate functions of any entire
function

m(t) is the modulating (real) waveform

m(t) is the Hilbert transform of m(t)

oj 0 is the transmitter frequency.

Various properties of these single-sideband signals will be analyzed in



general for the whole set, and some outstanding members of the set will

be chosen for examples to be examined in detail.

It should be noted that Bedrosian has classified various types of

modulation in a similar manner; however, he does not give a general repre-
.

sentation for single-sideband signals [3].
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CHAPTER II

MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES

Some properties of the Hilbert transform and the corresponding

analytic signal will be examined in this chapter. None of the material

presented in this chapter is new; in fact, it is essentially the same

as that given by Papoulis except for some changes in /wjtation [4]. How-

ever, this background material will be very helpful in derivations pre-

sented in Chapter III and Chapter V.

The Hilbert transform of m(t) is given by

oo

where (•) is read "the Hilbert transforms of (•)"

P denotes the Cauchy principal value

* indicates the convolution operation.

The inverse Hilbert transform is also defined by Ea. (2.1) except that a

minus sign is placed in front of the right-hand side of the equation. It

is noted that these definitions differ from those used by the mathema-

ticians by a trivial minus sign. It can be shown, for example, that the

Hilbert transform of cos u> 0 t is sin w 0 t when o> 0
> 0 and that the Hilbert

transform of a constant is zero. A list of Hilbert transforms has been

compiled and published under work done at the California Institute of Tech-

nology on the Bateman Manuscript Project [5],
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The Fourier transform of m(t) is given by

Ffij(oi) = [-j sgn (u)] Fm (co) ( 2 . 2 )

where

sgn ( w )

+ 1 , a) > 0

0 , a) = 0

_

- 1 , a) < 0.

(2.3)

and Fm (oj) is the Fourier transform of m(t). In other words, the Hilbert

transform operation is identical to that performed by a -90° all-pass

linear (ideally non-realizable) network.

From Eq. (2.2), it follows that

F*(w) = [-j sgn M]
2

Fjw) = -Fjw)

or

m(t) = -m(t).

(2.4)

(2.5)

The (complex) analytic signal associated with the real signal

m(t) is defined by

Z(t) = m(t) + jm(t). ( 2 . 6 )

The Fourier transform of Z(t) follows by the use of Eq. (2.2),

and it is

Fz (w) = Fm (w) + j[-j sgn (u)] Fm (u)
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or

Fz(o>) =
2Fm ((o) , u> > 0

Fm (aj) , u> = 0

0 , ai < Q

(2.7)

Now suppose that m(t) is a stationary random process with auto-

correlation Rmm (x) and power spectrum Pmm (o>). Then the power spectrum

of m(t) is

Pmm(“) = Pmm(“) l _ J s9 n M I = Pmm^)- (2.8)

This is readily seen by use of the transfer function of the Hilbert trans-

form operator given by Eq. (2.2). Then, by taking the inverse Fourier

transform of Eq. (2.8), it follows that

Pmm( T ) = Pmm( 1 )• (2.9)

The cross-correlation function is obtained as follows:

Rmm ( T ) = m(t + T )m(t)

— m(t + t - A)m(t)dA
ttA

= f — Rmm (x-A)dA
— co ÍT A

where (•) is the averaging operator. Thus

Rmm( x ) - ftmmU) • ( 2 . 10 )
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It follows that the spectrum of the cross-correlation function is given by

Pmm^) ~ I--J s 9 n ( w )l Pmm^)• ( 2 . 11 )

It is noted that Pmm (uj) is a purely imaginary function since Pmrtl (uj) is a

real function. Then

Rmm( x ) ~

2 -n S t-j s 9 n (^-l Pmm( u ) do)

which, for Pmm (o)) a real even function, reduces to

1
Rmm( T ) = ~ ^ Pmm( w ) s i n “T dw

Thus the cross-correlation function is an odd function of t:

( 2 . 12 )

Rmm( T ) “ ~ Rmm(~ T )

= -m(t - x)m(t) = -m(t + x)m(t) (2.13)

Rmm( T ) -Rmm^" T ) “ _Rmm( T )“ (2.14)

The autocorrelation for the analytic signal is found as follows:

Rzz (t) = Z(t+x)Z*(t)

= [m(t+x) + jm(t+x)] [m(t) - jm(t)]

= m(t+x)m(t) + m(t+x)m(t) + jm(t+x)m(t) - jm(t+x)m(t)

= Rmm( T ) + Rmm( T ) + J Rmm( T ) " j Rmm( T ).
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0 , 0) < 0
_

Using Eqs. (2.9), (2.10) and (2.14) we obtain

rZz( t ) = 2 £ Rmm( T ) + J Rmm( T )] = 2 C Rmm( T ) + jfynmU)].

Thus (1/2 )Rzz (t) is an analytic signal associated with Rmm(x).

Eq. (2.7) it follows that

RZZ^ =

4Pmm (“) » <*> > 0

2Pmm(<*>) » ü> = 0

(2.15)

By use of

(2.16)
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CHAPTER III

SYNTHESIS OF SINGLE-SIDEBAND SIGNALS

Eq. (1.4), which specifies the set of single-sideband signals

that can be generated from a given modulating waveform or process, will

be derived in this chapter. The equation must be a real function of a

real input waveform, m(t), since it represents the generating function

of a physically realizable system--the single-sideband transmitter--and,

in general, it is non-linear. Analytic signal techniques will be used

in the derivation. It will be shown that if we have a complex function

k(z) where k(z) is analytic for z = x + jy in the upper half-plane (UHP),
then the voltage spectrum of k(x,0) = k(t) is zero for cu < 0. In order

to synthesize real SSB signals from a real modulating waveform, an UHP

analytic generating function of the complex time real modulating process

must be found regardless of the particular (physically realizable) wave-

form that the process assumes.

Let m(t) be either the real baseband modulating signal or a real

function of the baseband modulating signal e(t). Then the amplitude of

the voltage spectrum of m(t) is double sided about the origin, for ex-

ample, as shown by Figure 1.
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Since m(t) is generated by a physically realizable process, it con-

tains finite power for a finite time interval. This, of course, is equiva-

lent to saying that m(t) is a finite energy signal or, in mathematical

terms, it is a L 2 function. By Theorem 91 of Titchmarsh, m(t) is also a

member of the L 2 class of functions almost everywhere [6]. Now the complex

signal Z(t) is formed by

Z(t) = m(t) + jm(t). (3.1)

It is recalled that Z(t) is commonly called an analytic signal in the

literature. By Theorem 95 of Titchmarsh there exists an analytic func-

tion (regular for y > 0), Z (z), such that as y ->■ 0

Z x (x + jy) -*> Z(t) = m(t) + jm(t) , x = t

for almost all t and, furthermore, Z(t) is a L 2 (-==, «.) function [6],

It follows by Theorem 48 of Titchmarsh that the Fourier transform of Z(t)

exists [6].

Theorem I: If k(z) is analytic in the UHP then the

spectrum of k(t,0), denoted by F|<(w), is zero for

all w < 0, assuming that k(t,0) is Fourier trans-

formable.

For a proof of this theorem the reader is referred to Appendix I.

Thus the voltage spectrum of Z(t) is zero for o> < 0 by Theorem I

since Z(t) takes on values of the analytic function Z^z) almost every-

where along the x axis. Furthermore, since Z(t) is an analytic signal--

that is, it is defined by Eq. (3.1)--its voltage spectrum is given by
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Eq„ (2.7), which is

Fz (oj)

2F
mU)

Fm(0)

a) > 0

a) = 0

0 , a) < 0

(3,2)

where Fm (oj) is the voltage spectrum of the signal m(t). This is shown in

Figure 2 for our example used in Figure 1.

Now let a function g(W) be given such that

g(W) = U(ReW,ImW) + jV(ReW,ImW) (3.3)

where g(W) is an entire function of 'the complex variable W.

Theorem.II: If Z(z) is an analytic function of z in

the UHP and if g(W) is an entire function of W, then

g[Z(z)] is an analytic function of z in the UH z-plane,

A proof of this theorem may be found in Appendix I.

Thus g[Z 1 (z)] is an analytic function of z in the UH z-plane, and

by Theorem I g[Z(t)] has a single-sided spectrum: the spectrum being

zero for w < 0. This is illustrated by Figure 3, where Fg(io) = i^Cg (Z(t))].
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Figure 3. Voltage Spectrum of an Entire Function
of an Analytic Signal

Now multiply the complex baseband signal g[Z(t)] by e
Jü)o^ to

translate the signal up to the transmitting frequency,'^. It is noted

that g[Z 1 (z)] and e jw ° z for w 0
> 0 are both analytic functions in the UH

z-plane. By the Lemma to Theorem I in Appendix I, g[Z 3 (z)]e
Ja) ° z is ana-

lytic in the UH z-plane. Therefore, by Theorem I the voltage spectrum

of g[Z(t)]eJü) o^ is one sided about the origin» Furthermore,

i’[g(Z(t))eJ “0 t ] = ~ F[g(Z(t))] * Fte^o*]
CTT

= Fg(cj) * 6(wru 0 )

or

i’CgUUne^ot] = Fg(co-to 0 ) , a> 0
> 0» (3.4)

This spectrum is illustrated in Figure 4.
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The real upper single-sideband signal can now be obtained from

the complex single-sideband signal, g[Z(t)]e Ja) o t
} by taking the rea!

parto This is seen from Theorem III.

Theorem III. If h(z) is analytic for all z in the

UHP and F[h(x,0)] = Fh(cj), then for w 0
> 0,

F{Re[h(x,0)e'^ a) o
x
]} =

%F^(cü-cd 0 ) , ai > tü c

0 ü) < to,.

^Fj^-to-tog) , to <-to

This theorem is proved in Appendix I.

Thus the upper single-sideband signal for a given entire function is

X USSB (t) = ReigCZUHe^otj

= Re{[U(ReZ(t),ImZ(t)) + jV(ReZ(t),ImZ(t))]eJu o
t
}

= Re{[U(m(t) ,m(t)) + jV(m(t) ,m(t) )]e J
*

ü, ° t }



(3.5)Xussb^) = U(m(t) ,m(t)) cos a> 0 t
- V(m(t) ,m(t)) sin a) 0 1

where U(ReW,ImW) is the real part of the entire function g(W)

V(ReW,ImW) is the imaginary part of g(W)

m(t) is either the modulating signal or a real function of the
modulating signal e(t)

m(t) is the Hilbert transform of m(t).

Using Theorem III the voltage spectrum of XysSB^) 1S

HFg (üJ-0)g ) 0) > ÜJq

Fux (°°) = -^^USSBÍt)] = 0 < co r (3.6)

This spectrum is illustrated by Figure 5.

The lower single-sideband signal can be synthesized in a similar

manner from the complex baseband signal. Now we need to translate the

complex baseband signal down to the transmitting frequency instead of up,
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as in the upper single-sideband synthesis. Then the Fourier transform of

the down-shifted complex baseband signal is

= ~ F[g(Z(t))] *

= Fg(co) * 6 ( OJ+OJ Q )

or

F[g(Z(t))e" jt°o
t
] = Fg U+u 0 ) , co 0

> 0. (3.7)

This spectrum is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Voltage Spectrum of the Negative Frequency-
Shifted Entire Function of an Analytic Signal

Theorem IV: If h(z) is analytic for all z in UHP and

F[h(x,0)] e Fh(w) where Fh(n) = 0 for all n > co 0 , then

for (júq > 0

, 0 < CO < ÜJq

f{Re[h(x,0)e -J
°

u ° x ] CO > CO.

%F^(co+co n ) , 0 > co > -c

This theorem is proved in Appendix I.
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Thus the real lower single-sideband signal for a given entire

function is

XlSsbU) = Re{g(Z(t))e_jüí o t }

= Re{[U(m(t) ,m(t)) + jV(m(t) ,m(t) )]e"']a) o t }

or

Xlssb^) = U(m(t) ,m(t)) cos w 0 t + V(m(t),m(t)) sin w 0 t. (3.8)

Using Theorem IV the voltage spectrum of X^git) 1S

F lx .(oj) = F[X LS$B (t)] ~

JáFg(-CJ+Wo) J 0 < (l) < 0)q

0 , |ü)| > u)q

JgFgioj+WQ) , 0 > oo > -

(3.9)

It is noted that the requirements that Fg(oj) be zero for cu > oo 0 is to

prevent spectral overlap at the origin. This requirement is satisfied

(for all practical purposes) for w
0
at radio frequencies.

The spectrum of F|_ x (u) is illustrated by Figure 7.
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To summarize, it has been shown that once an entire function g(W)
is chosen, then an upper or lower single-sideband signal can be obtained

from the signal m(t). The signal m(t) is either the modulating signal
or a real function of the modulating signal e(t). The generalized ex-

pressions, which represent SSB signals, are given by Eq. (3.5) for the

USSB signal and by Eq. (3.8) for the LSSB signal. These expressions are

obviously the transfer functions that are implemented by the upper and

lower single-sideband transmitters respectively. Since there are an in-

finitely denumerable number of entire functions, there are an infinitely
denumerable number of upper and lower single-sideband signals that can be

generated from any one modulation process. In Chapter IV some specific
entire functions will be chosen to illustrate some well-known single-

sideband signals.
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CHAPTER IV

EXAMPLES OF SINGLE-SIDEBAND SIGNAL DESIGN

Specific examples of upper single-sideband signal design will now

be presented. Entire functions will be chosen to give signals which have

various distinct properties. In Chapter VI these properties will be ex-

amined in detail. Only upper sideband examples are presented here since

the corresponding lower sideband signals are given by the same equation

except for a sign change (Eq. (3.5) and Eq. (3.8')),

4.1. Example 1: Single-Sideband AM With Suppressed-Carrier

This is the conventional type of single-sideband signal that is

now widely used by the military, telephone companies, and amateur radio

operators. It will be denoted here by SSB-AM-SC.

Let the entire function be

g x (W) = W (4.1)

and let m(t) be the modulating signal. Then substituting the corresponding

analytic signal for W

g x (Z(t)) = m(t) + jm(t)

or

U^mU) ,m(t)) = m(t) and \I 1 (m(t) ,m(t)) = m(t). (4.2 a,b)
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Substituting Eqs. (4.2a) and (4.2b) into Eq. (3.5) we obtain the

upper single-sideband signal:

XUSSB-AM-SC^ = cos “o 1 " "»(*) sin “o t (4.3)

where m(t) is the modulating audio or video signal and m(t) is the Hi 1 -

bert transform of m(t). It is assumed that m(t) is AC coupled so that

it will have a zero mean.

The upper single-sideband transmitter corresponding to the gene-

rating function given by Eq. (4.3) is illustrated by the block diagram

in Figure 8. It is recalled that this is the well-known phasing method

for generating SSB-AM-SC signals [7, 8].

4.2. Example 2: Single-Sideband PM

Single-sideband phase-modulation was described by Bedrosian in

1962 [3].

To synthesize this type of signal, denoted by SSB-PM, use the

entire function:

g 2 (W) = e
jW (4.4)

Let m(t) be the modulating audio or video signal. Then

g (z(t)) =
+ ^U)) =

or

U
2 (m(t) ,m(t)) = e

-™^
cos m(t) (4.5a)



Figure 8. Phasing Method for Generating USSB-AM-SC Signals
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and

V 2 (m(t) ,m(t)) = e~™^ sin m(t). (4.5b)

Substituting Eqs. (4.5a) and (4.5b) into Eq. (3,5) we obtain the upper

single-sideband signal:

XUSSB-PM^ = cos m (t) cos <*> 0 t
- e"™^- sin m(t) sin oj 0 t

or

(4.6)

It is again assumed that the modulation m(t) is AC coupled so that its

mean value is zero. The single-sideband exciter described by Eq. (4.6)

is shown in Figure 9.

4.3. Example 3: Single-Sideband FM

Single-sideband frequency-modulation is very similar to SSB-PM

in that they are both angle modulated single-sideband signals. In fact

the equations for SSB-FM are identical to those given in Section 4.2 ex-

cept that

t

m(t) = D J~ e(t)dt
— oo

(4,7)

where e(t) is now the modulating signal (instead of m(t)) and D is the

transducer constant.

Experiments with SSB-FM signals have been conducted by a number

of persons and are reported in the literature [9, 10].



Figure 9. USSB-PM Signal Excite]—Method 1
ro
r\3
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The SSB-FM exciter as described by Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) is given

in Figure 10.

4.4. Example 4: Single-Sideband g

The term single-sideband a (SSB-a) will be used to denote a sub-

class of single-sideband signals which may be generated from a particular

entire function with a real parameter a. This notation was first used by

Bedrosian [3].

Let the entire function be

(4.8)

where a is a real parameter, and let

m(t) = In[1 + e(t)] (4.9)

where e(t) is the video or audio modulation signal which is amplitude

limited such that |e(t)| <1. It is assumed that m(t) is AC coupled

(that is, it has a zero mean). Note that these assumptions are

usually met by communications systems since they are identical to the

restrictions in conventional AM modulations systems. Then

g 3 (Z(t))
= e'a[m(t)+jm(t)] _ eam(t) e jam(t)

or

U 3 (m(t),m(t) = e
am^ cos (am(t)) (4.10a)



Figure 10. USSB-FM Signal Exciter
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and

V
3 (m(t) ,m(t))

= e
am^ sin (am(t)). (4J0b)

Substituting Eqs. (4.10a) and (4.10b) into Eq. (3.5), the SSB-a signal is

XUSSB-a^ = COS (am(t)) COS u Q t

- e
am^ sin (am(t)) sin oj

Q
t

or

XllSSB-a^ = e
am ^^

cos (to Q
t + am(t)) (4.11)

In terms of the input audio waveform, Eq. (4.11) becomes

XUSSB-ct^ = e
aln ^ +e ^ t^ cos (oj Q t + afn[l+0(t)])

or

XUSSB-ct^ = ^ 1+e ( t^ a
cos (“o 1 + aln[l+0(t)]) . (4.12)

For a = 1 we have an envelope-detectable SSB signal, as is readily

seen from Ea. (4.12). Voelcker has recently published a paper demon-

strating the merits of the envelope-detectable SSB signal [11]. The real-

ization of Eq. (4.12) is shown in Figure 11.

For a = 1/2 we have a square-law detectable SSB signal. This type

of signal has been studied in detail by Powers [12]. Figure 12 gives the

block-diagram realization for the square-law detectable SSB exciter.



Figure 11. Envelope-Detectable USSB Signal Exciter
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Figure 12. Square-Law Detectable USSB Signal Exciter
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CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS OF SINGLE-SIDEBAND SIGNALS

The generalized SSB signal, that was developed in Chapter III,

will now be analyzed to determine such properties as equivalent gener-

alized SSB signals, presence or absence of a discrete carrier term,

autocorrelation functions, bandwidths, efficiency, and peak-to-averaige

power ratio. Some of these properties will depend only on the entire

function associated with the SSB signal, but most of the properties will

be a function of the statistics of the modulating signal as well.

5.1. Three Additional Equivalent Realizations

Three equivalent ways (in general) for generating an upper SSB

signal will now be found in addition to the realization given by Eq. (3.5).

Similar expressions will also be given for lower SSB signals which are

equivalent to Eq. (3.8). It is very desirable to know as many equivalent

realizations as possible since any one of them might be the most econom-

ical to implement for particular SSB signal.

Theorem V: If h(x,y) = U(x,y) + jV(x,y) is

analytic in the UHP (including UH«) then

h(t ,0) = U(t,0) + j[U(t,0)+k 1 ] (5.1)

h(t,0) = [-V(t,0)+k 2 ] + jV(t,0) (5.2)
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or

h(t,0) = [-V(t,0)+k 2 ] + ¿[Ü(t,0)+k 1 ] (5.3)

where
TT

k, = - lim ( V(R cos e,R sin e)de , a real constant (5.4)1 TÍ n -JR-x» o

IT

k2
= — lim [ U(R cos e,R sin e)de , a real constant . (5.5)

7T R-x» J
Q

A proof of this theorem is given in Appendix I.

Theorem V may be applied to the generalized SSB signal by letting

h(z) = g(Zj(z)) where g(*) is an entire function of (•)» Z
T (z) is analytic

in the UHP, and lim Z,(z) = lim Z (t + jy) = m(t) + jm(t). Thus Theorem V
y+0 y->-0

gives three additional equivalent expressions for g(Z(t)) in addition to

g(z(t)) = U(m(t) ,m(t)) + jV(m(t) ,m(t)) (5.6)

which was used in the derivation in Chapter III. Therefore, following

the same procedure as in Chapter III, equivalent upper SSB signals may be

found. Using Eq. (5.1) we have for the first equivalent representation

of Eq. (3.5):

X
USSB (t)

= Re{g(Z(t))e jwot }

= Re{g(m(t),m(t))eJ
"

ü) o
t
}

= Re{ [U(m(t) ,m(t)) + jU(m(t) ,m(t)) + jk 1 ] e
Ja3 o t }

or

XyssB^) = U(m(t) ,m(t)) cos co 0 t
- [U(m(t) ,m(tj) + kj sin o^t. (5.7)
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Using Eq. (5.2) the second equivalent representation is

XyssB^) = [-V(m(t) ,m(t))+k 2 ] cos u 0
t - V(m(t),m(t)) sin u 0 t. (5.8)

Using Eq. (5.3) the third equivalent representation is

XUSSB^ = ( _v ( m ( t ) »m(t) ) +M cos oj 0 t
- [U(m(t),iri(t))+k 1 ]. sin u)

Q
t (5.9)

Likewise the three lower SSB signals, which are equivalent to

Eq. (3.8), are

It should be noted, however, that if for a given entire function

k : and k
2

are both zero, then all four representations for the USSB or

the LSSB signals are identical since by Theorem V, U = -V and V = Ü under

these conditions.

5.2. Suppressed-Carrier Signals

The presence of a discrete carrier term appears as impulses in

the (two-sided) spectrum of transmitted signal at frequencies w 0 and -u) 0 .

The impulses may have real, purely imaginary, or complex-valued weights

depending on whether the carrier term is cos oo 0 t, sin co 0 t, or a com-

bination of the two. Thus the composite voltage spectrum of the modulated
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signal consists of a continuous part due to the modulation plus impulse

functions at oj 0 and -w 0 if there is a discrete carrier term. As defined

here, the "continuous" part may contain impulse functions for some types

of modulation, but not at the carrier frequency. Taking the inverse

Fourier transform of the composite voltage spectrum it is seen that if

there is a discrete carrier term, the time waveform must be expressible

in the form:

X(t) = [f x (t)+c 1 ] cos oj 0
t - [f2 (t)+c 2 ] sin oi

0
t (5.13)

where c
:
and c

2
are due to the discrete carrier

f
x (t) and f2 (t) are due to the continuous part of the spectrum
and have zero mean values .

Thus Eq. (5.13) gives the condition that c
2

and c ;1 are not both zero if

there is a discrete carrier term.

To determine the condition for a discrete carrier in an upper

SSB signal, Eq. (5.13) will be identified with Eq. (5.9), which represents

the whole class of upper SSB signals. It is now argued that both 0 and V

have a zero mean value if the modulating process is stationary. This is

seen as follows:

co

But U[m(t'),m(t')] = c, a constant, since m(t) is wide-sense stationary.

Thus
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<S

Likewise V has a zero mean value. Then, identifying Eq. (5.13) with

Eq. (5.9), it is seen that

Mt) = -V(m(t),m(t)) (5.14a)

f
2 (t) = U(m(t) ,m(t)) (5.14b)

1
" ^2 and c

2
= k

(
. (5.14c,d)

Similarily, for lower SSB signals Eq. (5.13) can be identified

with Eo. (5.12).

Thus the SSB signal has a discrete carrier provided that k, and k
2

are not both zero.

As an aside, it is noted that the criterion for a discrete car-

rier, given by Eq. (5.13), is not limited to SSB signals; it holds for

all modulated signals. For AM Eq. (5.13) can be identified with Eq. (1.1).

Here

fj(t) = A
0m(t) (5.15a)

f
2 (t) = o (5.15b)

= A
Q

and c
2

= 0 (5.15c,d)

because m(t) has a zero mean due to AC coupling in the modulator of the

transmitter. Thus for AM it is seen that there is a discrete carrier

term of amplitude c
}

= A
Q
which does not depend on the modulation. For FM

Eo. (1.2) can be expanded. Then, assuming sinusoidal modulation of fre-

quency u , we obtain
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XpM (t) = [A 0 cos (— cos aia t)] cos o) 0 t

- [A 0 sin (— cos tu
at)] sin o>

0
t.

COq
(5.16)

To identify Eq. (5.16) with Eq„ (5.13) we have to find the DC terms of

f (t) + c
1

= A cos (—cos u)a t)1 1 U ÜL)a

and

f
2 (t) + c

2
e A

0
sin (¿-cos o>a t).

These are

(5.17a)

and

c
2

= A sin ( COS CJat)
“a

(5.17b)= 0

Then for sinusoidal frequency-modulation it is seen that the discrete

carrier term has an amplitude of A
0
J 0 (D/o^) which may or may not be zero

depending on the modulation index D/ooa . Conseauently, for FM it is seen

that the discrete carrier term may or may not exist depending on the

modulation. Prof. T. S. George has given the discrete carrier condition
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for the case of FM Gaussian noise [13].

Continuing with our SSB signals, it will now be shown that k x and

k
2 depend only on the entire function associated with the SSB signal and

not on the niodulation. From Theorem IV we have

it

k = 1 lim f V[m. (R cos e,R sin e) , m.(R cos e,R sin e)]de
1 7T n

'

J *
R-x» o

and

TT

k
2

= - lim J Ufm^R cos e,R sin e) , m(R cos e,R sin e)]de
*

R+°° o

where U and V are the real and imaginary parts of the entire function

l l [z) - m^z) + jm^z) is the analytic function associated
with the analytic signal Z(t) of m(t).

It is seen that if

lim m (R cos e,R sin e) = 0 , 0 < e < tt (5.18a)
R-+~

1

and

lim m.(R cos 0,R sin e) = 0 , O< 0 ^tt (5.18b)
R-*»

then k
1
and k

2 depend only on U and V of the entire function and not on

m. Thus we need to show that Ea. (5.18a) and (5.18b) are valid. By the

theory of Chapter III there exists a function Z^z) = m^z) + jm 1 (z)

which is analytic in the UHP such that (almost everywhere) liig Z^t + jy)
«y

= Z(t) = m(t) + jm(t) where the Fourier transform of Z(t), F(w), is

L 2 (-°°, «). Then we have
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Z
x (z) JL

2 IT

oo

j
r F( w )e jZwdWo

— oo

It follows that

1 inn |Z.(ReJ
’

0 )|
2

R-x»

oo

= 1 im (¿) 2
| [F(oj)][e" (R sin e)a,

e
J(R cos 0)ü) ]du,|

Z

R-*»
o

By use of Schwarz's inequality this becomes

1im ¡Z 1 (Re
J6 ) |

2

R+oo

‘ / l«
2 f -2(R sin e)oj

oj; | doj} (1 im /
r-ko J

dco},

But F(oj) e L" (°°) so that

jr i f(u>) i
o

2
dw < K.

A1 so

1 im
R-w

e -(2R sin e)i»du . 0

0

0 < 0 < TT .

Therefore we have

0 < 0 < rr.
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For e = 0 or 0 = ir

lim |Z.(Re je )|
R^co

Z(+oo) ,6 = 0

z(-«)

= 0

since

Z(t) e L (-°°, »).

Then

lim |Z 1 (Re
J0 )| = lim |Z,(R cos e,R sin e)| = 0 , 0 < e < it

R-x» R-*»

which shows that Eqs. (5.18a) and (5.18b) are valid statements. Thus,

the presence (k x and k
2
not both zero) or the absence (k, = k

2
= 0) of

a discrete carrier depends only on the entire funtion associated with

the SSB signal and not on the modulation. Furthermore, it is seen that

the amplitude of the discrete carrier is given by the magnitude of the

entire function evaluated at the origin (of the W plane), and the power

in the discrete carrier is one-half the square of the magnitude.

For every generalized USSB signal represented by Eq. (3.5),

there exists a corresponding suppressed-carrier USSB signal:

XUSSB-SC^ = cos <*> 0 t “ -V<ni(t) ,m(t)) sin u 0 t (5,19)
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where the notation SC and — denote the suppressed-carrier functions.

But what are these functions if and if? The condition for a suppressed

carrier is that k x
= k2

= 0. By comparing Eq. (5.19) with Eq. (5.9) it

follows that tt = -V and if = 0. Furthermore by Theorem V of Section 5.1,

U = -V + k
2

and V = U + kK Thus

if - -V = U - k2 (5.20)

and

if = U = V - k
r (5.21)

It is also noted that if and if are a unique Hilbert transform pair, That

is, if is the Hilbert transform of if, and if is the inverse Hilbert trans-

form of if. This is readily shown by taking the Hilbert transform of

Eq. (5.20), comparing the result with Eq. (5.21), and by taking the in-

verse Hilbert transform of Eq. (5.21), comparing the result with Ea. (5.20).

Thus Eq. (5.19) may be re-written as

XUSSB-SC^ tt(m(t) ,m(t)) cos o) 0 t - tt-(m(t) ,m(t)) (5.22)

or

XUSSB-SC^ = "iKt(t) ,m(t)) cos co 0 t - if(m(t) ,m(t)) sin to 0 t (5.23)

where if and if are given by Eq. (5.20) and Eq. (5.21).

It is interesting to note that the form of the USSB signal given

above checks with the expression given by Haber [14]. He indicates that

if a process n(t) has spectral components only for |co| > too then n(t)

can be represented by
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n(t) = s(t) cos ui 0 t - s(t) sin o> 0 t. (5.24)

Thus Eq. (5.22) checks with Eq. (5.24) where it = s(t), and Ea. (5.23)

checks also where -V = s(t).

The corresponding representations for LSSB suppressed-carrier

signals are given by

XfssB sc (t)
= '^( n,1 ( t ) >ro(t)) cos wot + tKm(t) ,m(t)) sin co 0 t (5.25)

and

X
LSSB SC^ = ~^'( rr| (t) >m(t)) cos cjüq t + ¥-(m(t) ,m(t)) sin co 0 t (5.26)

where -tí- and -V- are given by Eq. (5.20) and Eq. (5.21).

This representation also checks with that given by Haber for pro-

cesses with spectral components only for ¡oj| < wq which is

n(t) = s(t) cos <ü 0 t + s(t) sin w 0 t. (5.27)

5.3. Autocorrelation Functions

The autocorrelation function for the generalized SSB signal and

the corresponding suppressed-carrier SSB signal will now be derived.

Using the result of Chapter III, it is known that the generalized

upper SSB signal can be represented by

XUSSB^ = Re {g( m (t),m(t))e j(t
"ot+(f)) } (5.28)
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where a uniformly distributed phase angle 4> has been included to account

for the random start-up phase of the RF oscillator in the SSB exciter»

Then, using Middleton's result [15], the autocorrelation of the USSB sig-

nal is

R
XU (t) X USSB^ t+T ^ XUSSB^ t ^ ^Re{e ^ 0 Rg( T ) > (5.29)

where

R
9 (t)

= g(m(t+x),m(t+T)) g*(m(tj ,m(t) ) (5,30)

and

g(m(t) ,m(t)) = U(m(t),in(t)) + jV(m(t) ,m(t)). (5.31)

The subscript XU indicates the USSB signal. For the generalized LSSB

signal the corresponding formulae are

X
LSSB (t)

= Re{g(m(t) ,m(t))e" J ^° t+<fh (5.32)

and

R
xl (t)

= *sRe{e" jtO0TRg(T)}. (5.33)

These equations can be simplified if we consider the autocorre-

lation for the continuous part of the spectrum of the SSB signal. The

suppressed DC carrier version of g, denoted by ggg, will first be found

in terms of g, and then the corresponding autocorrelation function Rg_sc( T )
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will be determined in terms of Rg(x).
By examining Eq. (5.19) and comparing this equation to Eq. (3.5),

with the aid of Eq. (3.3) it is seen that the suppressed DC carrier

version of g is given by

g sc (m(t),m(t)) = if(m(t) ,m(t)) + j¥-(m(t) ,m(t)) (5,34)

where tí- and -V- are the suppressed-carrier functions defined by Eq. (5.20)

and Eq. (5.21). Then it follows that

g(m(t),m(t)) = gSC (m(t),m(t)) + [k2+jk.]. (5.35)

It is noted that the mean value of gjQ is zero. This is readily seen via

Eqs. (5.34), (5.20), and (5.21) since it is recalled that the mean value

of U and V was shown to be zero in Section 5.2. Then, using Eq. (5.35),

the autocorrelation of g is obtained in terms of the autocorrelation of

9sc:

R
g (0

= Rg-SC( T ) + (k
1

2
+k

2

2
). (5.36)

Therefore the autocorrelation functions for the USSB signal,

Eq. (5.29), and the LSSB signal, Eq. (5.33), become

RXU (x) = JsRe{e ja)ot [(k.
2
+k

2

2
) + Rg_sc(t)]l

and

Rxl (t)
= 3sRe{eJ

‘“0T [(k 1
'
2
+k2

2
) + R

g _ SC ( T )]}»

(5.37)

(5.38)
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It may be easier to calculate the autocorrelation for the USSB or

LSSB signal using this representation rather than that of Eq. (5.29) and

Eq. (5.33) since Rg_sc( x ) may be easier to calculate than Rg(x). This

is shown below.

A simplified expression for Rg_sc( T ) W1
'

11 now be derived. First,

it is recalled from Section 5.2 that tt and if are a unique Hilbert trans-

form pair. Thus g$o given by Eq. (5.34), can be expressed in terms of

two analytic signals:

g sc (m(t),m(t)) = tt(m(t),m(t)) + j#(m(t),m(t)) (5.39)

and

g SC (m(t) ,m(t))
= -¥-(m(t) ,m(t)) + jV-(m(t) ,m(t)) (5.40)

where Eq. (5.39) is the analytic signal associated with If and Eq. (5.40)

is the analytic signal associated with -if. Using Eq. (5.39) and Eq. (2.15),

the autocorrelation of g$Q is given by

Rg-sc(0 = 2[:Rw(t) + jRyy.(r)] (5.41)

or by using Eqs. (5.40), (2.15), and (2.9)

Rg_ SC ( x ) = 2[Rw(x) + JRw(t)L (5.42)

Thus Rg_sc( T ) ma^ be eas '' er to calculate than Rg(x) since only R
^
fx) or

Rww(x) is needed. This, of course, is assuming that the Hilbert trans-
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form is relatively easy to obtain» On the other hand Rg(t) may be calcu-

lated directly from g(m(t),m(t)) or indirectly by use of R
Ul) (t), Ry V (t),

R
uv (t), snd Ryy(x),

The autocorrelation functions for the generalized USSB and LSSB

signals having a suppressed-carrier are readily given by Eq. (5.37) and

Eq. (5.38) with k. = k,
¿

- 0:

(5.43a)

(5.43b)

(5.43c)

and

(5 »44a)

(5.44b)

(5.44c)

It follows that the power spectral density of any of these SSB

signals may be obtained by taking the Fourier transform of the appro-

priate autocorrelation function presented above.

5.4. Bandwidth Considerations

The suppressed-carrier autocorrelation formulae developed above

will now be used to calculate bandwidths of SSB signals. It is noted

RXL-SC<'> * Wete-J“» T
R
g _ sc (T) }

= Ry y (T) COS IOqT + R, ,,, ( T ) Sin 0)qT

= R
yy ( T ) COS (JQOT + Rw(t) sin COqT.wv
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that the suppressed-carrier formulae are needed instead of the "total sig-

nal" formulae since, from the engineering point of view, the presence or

absence of a discrete carrier should not change the bandwidth of the sig-

nal. Various definitions of bandwidth will be used [16, 17].

5.4-1. Mean-type bandwidth

Since the spectrum of a SSB signal is one-sided about the carrier

frequency, the average frequency as measured from the carrier frequency

is a measure of the bandwidth of the signal:

J~ wPg_s£((i))dm y Rg_5c(0)
— co

« = = — — (5.45)

/ Pg_g£(k))dlü Rg-SC(O)

where Pq.sqU) is the power spectral density of g$c(m(t),m(t)) and the

prime indicates the derivative with respect to x. The relationship is

valid whenever Rg_sc(0) and Rg_sQ(0) exist. Substituting Eg. (5.41)

into Eq. (5.45) we have

j[Rw(0) + jR¿y.(0)]
U - —

-r——~

2[RW(0) + jRw(0)]

But it recalled that R^x) is an even function of x and, from Chapter II,

Ry g (x) is an odd function of x. Then Rgg (O) = Rgy (O) = 0 and it follows

that

R^(0) Pi¿y.(0)
Ry«-(0)

"

Rw(0)
‘ (5 ° 46)
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It is noted that this formula is applicable whenever R^O) and R^|p) or

R
w(0) and R^(0) exist. That is, R

w(0), R
w(0), R^(0), and R^_(0) may

or may not exist since is analytic almost everywhere (Theorem 103

of Titchmarsh [6]).

5.4-2. RMS-type bandwidth

The rms bandwidth, w rms , may also be obtained,

(“rms)

oo

/ 2
o> P

g_sc (a))du

/ Rg-SC(“)dú

-Rg-SC(O)

Rg.JClO)
(5.47)

Substituting Eq. (5.41) once again, we have

-2[%(0) + jRuu.(0) ]
(“rms^

2[RW(0) + jRw(0)]

Since R
U(j(t) is an odd function of t, R,„,(0) = R,"„,(0) = 0, and we havew

(“rms)
W°)

- R
w(°)

R
w(°)

or

(5.48)

It is noted that this formula is applicable whenever R
gg (0) and R

g g (0)

or R „,, (0) and R,"„,(0) exist.
TT TT
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5.4-3. Equivalent-noise bandwidth

The equivalent-noise bandwidth, Aw, for the continuous part of

the power spectrum is defined by

(2Aw) i pg-sc<°> 2tt Pg-SC(“) clw = Rg-Sc(°) (5.49)

But

Thus

00

j-sc(°) = J (g-sc (t )di

(Aw)

g-sc (o)
Rg-SC( T )dT

Substituting for Rg_sc( T ) by using Eq. (5.41) or Eq. (5.42) we

obtain (noting once again that R,„,(t) is even and R ,„, (t) is odd)
tttr utr

(5.50)

5.5. Efficiency

A commonly used definition of efficiency for modulated signals

is [18]

n Sideband Power/Total Power. (5.51)
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This definition will be used to obtain a formula expressing the efficiency

for the generalized SSB signal. Using Eq. (5,43) and Eq. (5,44) the side-

band power in either the USSB or LSSB signal is

R
xu-sc (0)

= r
xl-sc (0)

= W 0) - R
W(0) • (5 - 52)

It is also noted that Rg-SC(O) is not equal to the total power in the

real-signal sidebands since g^Q is a complex (analytic) baseband signal;

instead, (l/2)Re[Rg_<jQ(0)] - R
¡jy (0)

= R
yy (O) is the total real-signal

power. This is readily seen from Eq, (5.43a) and Eq. (5.44a).

Similarily the total power in either the USSB or LSSB signal is

obtained from Eq. (5.37) or Eq. (5.38):

R
xu (°)

= r
xl (0)

= ^[k i
2

+ k2
2

+ 2fW 0)]

= %[k.
2

+ k
2

2
+ 2R

W(0)] . (5.53)

Thus the efficiency of a SSB signal is

2R (0) 2R (0)
\j\T vw

1

n = —— = — ——

. (5.54)
k i

2 + k
2

2
+ 2R

W(0) kj-
2

+ k
2
2

+ 2R
W(0)

5.6. Peak-to-Average Power Ratio

The ratio of the peak-average (over one cycle of the carrier-

frequency) to the average power for the SSB signal may also be obtained.

The expression for the peak-average power over one carrier-

frequency cycle of a SSB signal is easily obtained with the aid of

Eq. (3.5) and Eq. (3.8). Recalling that U and V are relatively slow
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time-varying functions compared to cos oj 0 t and sin co 0 t, we have for the

peak-average power:

P
p-Av

= ^{[UMthmU))]
2

+ [V(m(t),m(t))]"}
^

f tL “

peak

(5,55)

where t
^
is the value of t which gives the maximum value for Eq. (5,55).

Using Eq, (5,20) and Eq, (5,21), P
p _ Av can also be written as

P
p_Av

= %{[^ + k
2 ]2 + t> + k]2}

2 2
= %{[> + k2 ] + O + k t ] }

= *si[4+k2 ] +C-v-+k 1 ]
2
}

t = t ,peak

1 ~ t
peak

t ' l
peak .

The average power of the SSB signal was given previously by Eq, (5,53),

Thus the expression for peak-to-average power ratio for the generalized

SSB signal is

(5,56a)

(5,56b)

(5,56c)

(5.56d)

Pp-Av í[U(m(t),m(t))]
2

+ [V(m(t),m(t))]
2
} |. .

pAv k
;L
2 + k2

2
+ 2R

W(0)

{[U(m(t),m(t))]
2

+ [V(m(t),m(t))]^} | t _ t ^

k
i
2 + k

2

2
+ 2Rw|)

{|>(m(t),m(t))+k2 ]
2

+ [4(m(t),m(t))+k i ]
z

} L
= t

= - pGdK
k
j

2
+ k 2

2
+ 2Ryy(0)

{[-■V-(m(t),m(t))+k2 ]
2

+ [>(m(t) ,m(t))+k : ]
2
} |

=
t s t

peak.

k^ + k
2

2
+ 2R

W(0)

Several equivalent representations have been given for peak-to-average

power since one representation may be easier to use than another for a

particular SSB signal.
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CHAPTER VI

EXAMPLES OF SINGLE-SIDEBAND SIGNAL ANALYSIS

The examples of SSB signals that were presented in Chapter IV

will now be analyzed using the techniques which were developed in

Chapter V.

6.1. Example 1: Single-Sideband AM With Suppressed Carrier

The constants k
1
and k

2
will first be determined to show that

indeed we have a suppressed carrier SSB signal. By substituting

Eq. (4.2b) into Eq. (5.4) we have

TT

k = -L lim
1 TT n

o

But from Ea. (5.18b) it follows that

lim m,(R cos e,R sin e) = 0 , 0<e<Tr.
R-~o

" "

Thus

k = 0 . ( 6 . 1 )

Similarily substituting Eq. (4.2a) into Eq. (5.5) we have

TT

( 6 . 2 )
o
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since Tim m(R cos e,R sin e) = 0 for 0 < e < tt from Ea = (5.18a). Further-
R-x»

more, since both k
;
and k

2
are zero, the equivalent realizations for the

SSB signals, as given by the equations in Section 5.1, reduce identically

to the phasing method of generating SSB-AM-SC signals (which was given

previously in Figure 8).

The autocorrelation for the SSB-AM-SC signal is readily given by

use of Eq. (4.2a) and Eq„ (5.20). Thus

4F(m(t) ,m(t)) = m(t). (6.3)

Then the autocorrelation of the suppressed-carrier USSB-AM signal is

given via Eq. (5.43b), and it is

RXU-SC-SSB-AM^ cos w ° t
" Rmm^ T ^ sin w

o
T> (6.4)

Likewise, by use of Eq. (5.44b) the autocorrelation for the suppressed-

carrier LSSB-AM signal is

From Ea. (6.4) it follows that the spectrum of the USSB-AM-SC

signal is just the positive-frequency spectrum of the modulation shifted

up to ü) and the negative-frequency spectrum of the modulation shifted

down to — üj
0

. That is, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the

spectrum of this SSB signal and that of the modulation. This is due to

the fact that the corresponding entire function for the signal, g(W) = W,

is a linear function of W. Consequently, the bandwidths for this SSB
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signal are identical to those for the modulation. This is readily shown

below.

The mean-type bandwidth (when the numerator and denominator exist)

is given by use of Eq. (6.3) in Eq. (5.46):

Rmm(O) Rmm(O)
u

SSB-AM d (n 1 ,1,Kmm v u > %
(6.6)

where i|>m
= R

mm (0), the power in the modulating signal

the rms bandwidth is

. By using Eq. (5.48)

f ^ 1 mm(°)
(üVms'sSB-AM

"

/ ^
(6.7)

whenever R^m (0)
bandwidth is

and exist. By using Ea. (5.50) the equivalent-noise

TT

^SSB-AM "

¥I Rmm (x)dT

(6.8)

Thus the bandwidths of the SSB-AM-SC signal are identical to those of the

modulating process m(t).

The efficiency of the SSB-AM-SC signal is obtained by using

Eq. (5.54):

nSC-SSB-AM

2Rmm(0)
= 1 .

2Rmm(0)
(6.9)
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The peak-to-average power ratio for the SSB-AM-SC signal follows

from Ea. (5.56c), and it is

{[m(t)]
2

+ [m(t)]'}| t
2^m

tpeak ( 6 . 10 )

6.2. Example 2: Single-Sideband PM

The SSB-PM signal has a discrete carrier term. This is shown by

calculating the constants k
x and k

2 . Substituting Eg. (4.5b) into

Eg. (5.4) we have

k, = 1 im
R-x»

s
-m

1 (R cos 9,R sin e) sin [m 1 (R cos e,R sin e)]de,

But from Eos. (5.18a) and (5.18b) 1im m T (R cos e,R sin e) = 0 for
R-x»

0 < 9 < TT and 1 im m.(R cos e, R sin e) = 0 for 0 < e < tt. Thus
R-*=°

k, = 0. (6.11)

Likewise, substituting Eo. (4.5a) into Ea. (5.5) we have

TT

k
2

= 1 J~ e"° cos 0 de = 1. (6.12)
o

Thus the SSB-PM signal has a discrete carrier term since k
2

= 1 f 0.

There are eguivalent representations for the SSB-PM signal since

k and k,. are not both zero. For example, for the upper sideband signal,

eguivalent representations are given by Egs. (5.7) and (5.8). It is

noted that Eg. (5.8) is identical to Eg. (5.9) for the USSB-PM signal
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since = 0. Thus the two equivalent representations are:

X

and

XUSSB-PM^ = (e
_m ^ x; sin m(t))+l]cos u 0 t

- [e'^^sin m(t)]sin a) 0t. (6.14)

The USSB-PM exciters corresponding to these equations are shown in Figure

13 and Figure 14. They may be compared to the first realization method

given in Figure 9.

The autocorrelation function for the SSB-PM signal will now be

examined. In Section 6.1 the autocorrelation for the SSB-AM-SC signal

was obtained in terms of the autocorrelation function of the modulation.

This was easy to obtain since U- = m(t). However, for the SSB-PM case -U-

and -V-are non-linear functions of the modulation m(t). Consequently, the

density function for the modulation process will be needed in order to

obtain the autocorrelation of the SSB-FM signal in terms of Rmm (T).

To calculate the autocorrelation function for the SSB-PM signal,

first R
yy (t) will be obtained in term of R

mm (i:). Using k. = 0, Eq.(5.21),

and Eq. (4.5b) we have

■V-(m(t) ,m(t)) = V(m(t),m(t)) = e“mvt ^ sin m(t). (6.15)

Then



m(t)
Modulating Input

Hi 1bert m(t) -[•]
Transform e

1

A cos [•]
cos m(t)

e’m^ cos m(t)

Balanced Modulator

COS (jjgt

RF Oscillator
at cüq

J
I

{ e -in(t) COs[m (t)]}cos ojgt

-90 Phase | sin U)
0
t

+ XUSSB-PM^
Shift at

Hilbert Transform

©

Balanced Modulator

[e -m ^cosm(t)]sin w 0 t

Modulated RF
Output

Figure 13. USSB-PM Signal Exciter—Method II



Figure 14. USSB-PM Signal Exciter--Method III
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or

e
j[x 3 (t,T)+jy(t,.T)] + e

j[x 4 (t,r)+jy(t,x)] (6.16)

where x,(t,x) = m(t) - m(t-x)

x 2 (t j t) = m(t) + m(t-r)

x
3 (t, r ) = -m(t) - m(t-i) = -X

2 (t,x)

X
4 (t,x) = -m(t) + m(t-r) = -Xjit.x)
y(t,t) = m(t) + m(t-x).

Now let the modulation m(t) be a stationary Gaussian process with zero mean.

Then x 1 (t,r), x 2 (t,x), x 3 (t s r) s x 4 (t,x), and y(t,x) are Gaussian processes

since they are obtained by linear operations on m(t). They are also stat-

ionary and have a zero mean value. It follows that x (t,x), y(t,x);

x 2 (t,x), y(t,x); X 3 (t 5 x), y(t,x); and x 4 (t,x), y(t,x) are jointly Gaussian

since the probability density of the input and output of a linear system

is jointly Gaussian when the input is Gaussian [15]. For example, to show

that Xj(t,x) and y(t,x) are jointly Gaussian, a linear system with inputs

m(t) and m(t-r) can readily be found such that the output is y(t,x). Now

the averaging operation in Eq. (6.16) can be carried out by using the fol-

lowing formula which is derived in Appendix II:

ej{x(t)+jy(t) 1
= e

-%{ox
2
+j2M Xy-

CJy2} (6.17)

where x(t) and y(t) are jointly Gaussian processes with zero mean,

2

°y
= y 2 (t)
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and

RXy
= x(t)y(t) .

Thus

ox- ~ [m(t)-m(t—i)] = 2[am -Rmm( T )]

ox
2

= [m(t)+m(t-x)]
z

= 2[om
¿
+Rmm (r)]

o x

”

~ C-m(t)-m(t-T)] = 2[am +R[nm('t )1

°
x
2

= [-m(t)+m(t-T)] 2 = 2[am
2 -Rmm(T)]

and

Oy
2

= [m(t)+m(t-T)]
¿

= 2[om
£
+R

ITlm (r)] .

From Chapter II it is recalled that R
m^(0) - 0 and R^t) = =

-R
m (t) so that the y averages are

m
x y

= [m(t)-m(t-x)][m(t)+m(t-T)3 = -2Rmm (r)

yx y
= [m(t)-m(t-T )][m(t)"+m(t-T)] = 0

M
X3y.

= -[m( t )+m( t-x) ] [rh( t )+m( t-i)] = 0

and

y x uy
= -[m(t)-m(t- T )][m(t)+iri(t-T)] = 2Rmm (x) .
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Therefore, using Eq. (6,17), Eq, (6.16) becomes

R
vv (t)

= % e
- }2{2[om -Rmm (r)] + j2[-2Rmm (T)] - 2[am +Rmm(0]}

e-%{2[om +Rmm ( i)] + j2*0 - 2[o tTf+Rmm (T)]}

% e
-i2f2[om +Rmm (T)] + j2 = 0 - 2[am

2 +Rmm (x)] }

+ ijj e “%i2[am -Rmm (i)] + j2[2 Rmm (t )] - 2[am
2 +Rmrr|(T)]}

which reduces to

R
'W-SSB-PM-GN (,)

= j,s(e
2Rmm(t) cos ( 2R|nm ( t)) . 1} (6.18)

where W -SSB-PM-GN denotes the autocorrelation of the imaginary part of

the entire function which is associated with the suppressed-carrier SSB-

PM signal with Gaussian noise modulation.

It is noted that Eq. (6,18) is an even function of x, as it should

be, since it is the autocorrelation of the real function V-(m(t) ,m(t)).

Furthermore R^_(0) is zero when Rmm (0) = 0, as it should be, since the

power in any suppressed-carrier signal should be zero when the modulating

power is zero.

The autocorrelation of the USSB-PM signal is now readily obtained

for the case of Gaussian noise modulation by substituting Eq. (6.18) into

Eq. (5.42) and using Eq. (5,37):

R
XU-SSB-PM-GN (t)

= % Re e
ja) o T

{[e
2R™i( T )

Cos (2Rmm (r)) ]

(6.19)
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Likewise, the autocorrelation of the LSSB-PM signal may be obtained by

using Eq. (5.38).

The autocorrelation of the suppressed-carrier USSB-PM signal with

Gaussian modulation is given by using Eq. (5.43a):

R
XU-SC-SSB-PM-GN (r)

” ** Re eju o T { [ e 2Rmm(0 cos (2Rmm (x)) - 1]

+ j[e
2lW r )

cos (2Rmm (t)]} ( 6 . 20 )

Similarly, the autocorrelation of the suppressed-carrier LSSB-FM signal

may be obtained by using Eq. (5.44a).

The mean-type bandwidth will now be evaluated for the SSB-PM

signal assuming Gaussian noise modulation. From Eq. (6.18) we obtain

oo

— 00

e2RmmU) cos ( 2Rmm (j)cU

(t-x ) 2

Then

co

— CO

e2Rmn,U) C05 t2Rmm (^)]d A

2
X

( 6 . 21 )

and from Eq. (6.18)

R
w(°) = _ 1] (6.22)

where = o
m is the average power of m(t). Substituting Eqs. (6.21)

and (6.22) into Eq., (5.46) we have the mean-type bandwidth for the

Gaussian noise modulated SSB-PM signal:
u oo

- — P J ~y e
Rmm^ cos[2Rmm ( a)] dX

| ^SSB-PM-GN = ~ (6.23)
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where is the noise power of m(t). It is seen that Ea, (6,23) may or

may not exist depending on the autocorrelation of m(t).

The rms-type bandwidth can be obtained with the help of the second

derivative of Eq. (6,18):

,
2Rmm( T ) sin [2Rmm(t )J) 2[ Rmm(t)]

¿

,2Rmm( x ) cos [2Rmm( T )]} 2[Rmm(01
2

2Rmm( T ) sin [2Rmm( T )]} Rmm ( T )

2Rmm( T ) cos [2 Rmm( T )]} 2[Rmm(0]
2

2Rmm( T ) sin t 2Rmm( x )]} 2Rmm^ T ^Rmm( r )

2Rmm(t) cos [2 Rmm( T )]}
II

Ritout) •

Thus

R^(0) = e
2^ {R¡m (0) - 2[R,;m (0)]

Z

} . (6.24)

Substituting Eq. (6.24) and Eq. (6.22) into Eq. (5,48) we have for the

rms-type bandwidth of the SSB-PM signal with Gaussian noise modulation:

(“rms)ssB-PM-GN
2{2[Rmm ( 0 )]

2
- R”m (0)}

1 - e
-2 ^m

(6.25)

This expression for the rms bandwidth may or may not exist depending on

the autocorrelation of m(t)< It is interesting to note that Mazo and Salz

have obtained a formula for the rms bandwidth in terms of different para-

meters [19], However both of these formulae give the same numerical re-

suits, as we shall demonstrate by Eq, (6.29).
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The equivalent-noise bandwidth is obtained by substituting

Eqo (6,18) into Eg, (5,50):

(Aw) =

y e 2Rmm(T) cos [2Rmm (r)] - 1} dx
lite2 *"1-!]

or

(Aw)
[(e

2 ^m
- 1)

SSB-PM-GN

2Rmm(0 cos [2^(0] - lid.

(6.26)

(e

It is noted that the equivalent-noise bandwidth may exist when the formu-

lae for the other types of bandwidth are not valid because of the non-

existence of derivatives of Rmm (i) at t = 0»

It is obvious that the actual numerical values for the bandwidths

depend on the specific autocorrelation function of the Gaussian noise.

For example, the rms bandwidth of the SSB-PM signal will now be calculated

for the particular case of Gaussian modulation which also has a Gaussian

spectrum. Let

PmM
(/2tt
a

e

2
- 0)

where Pm (oo) is the spectrum of m(t)

= ipm is the total noise power in m(t)

o' is the "variance" of the spectrum.

The autocorrelation corresponding to this spectrum is

Rmm( r )
i 2 2
-Ho T (6.27)
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The Hilbert transform of Rmm (x) is also needed and is obtained by the

frequency domain approach. It is recalled from Chapter II that

Pmm( U )mm

j Pmm( u ) 9 a) > 0

, to = 0

0 Pmm S Ü) < 0

Then

00

= = ¿ Pt™^ eJWT dw

A
2tr

-CO
2

.
-

C e2«2 e
JU)T

da. - J
n

e2o
r

gj'^da,

which reduces to

2iK
Pmm( T ) =

/27tc

This integral is evaluated by using the formula obtained from paqe 73,

#18, of the Bateman Manuscript Project, Tables of Integral Transforms ,

vol. 1 [5]:

e"“x sin xy dx = e
^ Erf/-4c. y\ Re a > 0

2v/cT \2/a J
o

00

/
-Ü)

e 2.0 sin cox dw

Erf (x)

where
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Thus

WO = -J ('I'n e
- ' 1021

j Erf fat

or

^mmO) - -j RmmO) Erf (-0- at (6.28)

From Eo. (6.27) it follows that

Rmm(O) = -^o 0¿

and from Ea. (6.28) we have

Rmm(O) -

2\j) 0 o

/2u

Substituting these two equations into Ea. (6.25) we get

(“rms) “

Thus if m(t) has a Gaussian spectrum and if the modulation has a Gaussian

density function, the SSB-FM signal has the rms bandwidth:

(“rms)
2i|> 0 o

z [4(^ 0 /n) + 1]
rms'sSB-PM-GN

1 - e~ 2lp o
(6.29)

where \p Q
is the total noise power in m(t)

a is the "variance" in the spectrum of m(t)
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This has the same numerical value as that obtained from the result given

by Mazo and Salz [19]. The result may also be compared to that given by

Kahn and Thomas for the SSB-PM signal with sinusoidal modulation [20].

From Eg. (19) of their work

(“rms)$SB-PM-S (6.30)

where wa is the frequency of the sinusoidal modulation and 6 is the modu-

lation index. For comparison purposes, equal power will be used for m(t)

in Eq. (6.30) as was used for m(t) in Eq. (6.29). Then Eq. (6.30) becomes

(^rms^SSB-PM-S v2 Wa * (6.31)

Thus it is seen that for Gaussian modulation the rms bandwidth is propor-

tional to the power in m(t) when the power is large (^ 0
> > ti/4), and for

sinusoidal modulation the rms bandwidth is proportional to the square root

of the power m(t).

The efficiency for the SSB-PM signal with Gaussian modulation

will now be obtained. Substituting Eo. (6.22) into Eq. (5.54) we have

e
2^-!

hSSB-PM-GN
1 + (e 2^m-l)

or

nSSB-PM-GN
= 1 - e

-2 ^m (6.32)

where tpm is the noise power of m(t).

The peak-average to average power ratio for Gaussian m(t) is given
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by use of Eos. (4.5a), (4.5b), and (6.22) in Eq. (5.56b):

Ap-Av\ + ^ (t> ^r, m(t)] 2 }| t ,w
V PAv / 1 +

or

tpeak (6,33)

Note that m(t) may take on large negative values because it has a Gaussian

density function (since it was assumed at the outset that the modulation

was Gaussian). However, it is reasoned that for all practical purposes,

m(t) takes on maximum and minimum values of +3am and -3<jm volts where am

is the standard deviation of m(t). This approximation is useful only for

small values of a
m since e

+ ^^ 3o|T1 ^ approximates the peak power only when the

exponential function does not increase too rapidly for larger values of am .

Thus the peak-to-average power ratio for the SSB-PM signal with Gaussian

noise modulation is

~

= e
6/^m-2^m (6.34)

0

-PM-GN

when is small.

It is noted that the efficiency and the peak-to-average power

ratio depend on the total power in the Gaussian modulation process and not

on the shape of the modulation spectrum. On the other hand the autocorre-

lation function and bandwidth for the SSB signal depend on the spectral
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shape of the modulation as well.

The dependence of bandwidth on the spectrum of the Gaussian noise

modulation will be illustrated by another example. Consider the narrow-

band modulation process:

m(t) = a(t) cos (a)a t + cf) (6.35)

where a(t) is the (double-sideband) suppressed-subcarrier amplitude
modulation

oja is the frequency of the subcarrier

<j> is a uniformly distributed independent random phase due to
the subcarrier oscillator.

That is, we are considering a SSB signal which is phase modulated by the

m(t) given above. Then

Rmm ( T ) = ^ R aa( T ) cos wa T (6.36)

where Raa(0 1S the autocorrelation of the subcarrier modulation a(t).

Rmm (-r) can be obtained from Eq. (6.36) by use of the product theorem [21].

Thus, assuming that the highest frequency in the power spectrum of a(t)

is less than uja ,

Rmm ( T ) = ^ Raa( x ) sin 0ja r . (6.37)

Furthermore let a(t) be a Gaussian process; then m(t) is a

narrow-band Gaussian process. This is readily seen since Eo. (6.35) may

be expanded as follows:

m(t) = %[a(t) cos Ua t+(p) - a(t) sin (o)at+<j>)]

+ %[a(t) cos (os
a
t+ 4>) + a(t) sin (a)a t+(f))] . (6.38)
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The terms in the brackets are the USSB and LSSB parts of the suppressed-

subcarrier signal m(t)„ But these USSB and LSSB parts are recognized

as the well-known representation for a narrow-band Gaussian process.

Thus m(t) is a narrow-band Gaussian process.

Now the previous expressions for bandwidth, which assume that

m(t) is Gaussian, may be used. The mean-type bandwidth for the multi-

plexed SSB-PM signal is then readily given via Eq. (6.23), and it is

(to)M-SSB-PM-GN

co

_L J^RaaU) cos coa A
cos[Raa ( A ) sin UaA ] d x

— 00

e^a - 1

(6.39)

where is the average power of the Gaussian distributed subcarrier

modulation a(t). Obtained in a similar manner, the rms bandwidth is

(^rms) m-SSB-PM-GN

,ua\Ua
+ 1 ) - R

aa (0)

1 - e^a
(6.40)

and the equivalent-noise bandwidth is

(Aw)
r[e 2^ -1 ]

M-SSB-PM-GN

;Raa ( T ) COS Wa t cos [ Raa (.r ) sin u T ]

(6.41)

Thus, it is seen once again that the bandwidth depends on the spectrum of

the modulation, actually the subcarrier modulation a(t).

To obtain a numerical value for the rms bandwidth of the multi-

plexed SSB-PM signal assume that the spectrum of a(t) is flat over

I“I ^ w o
< wa-
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PaM
1
N
o

woT 0)->

Figure 15. Power Spectrum of a(t)

From Figure 15 we have

W r

Raa(0 -

27 ,e
Jm d„

-w,

or

Raa( T )
N 0 W 0 /sin W t

it \ W
o
t

(6.42)

and

N
o
W
o

(6.43)

Then

w°> -

-NqWq-
3tt

(6.44)

Substituting the last two equations into Eo. (6.40) we obtain the rms

bandwidth for the SSB-PM multiplexed signal:

Wms^-SSB-PM-GN

NqWq-
3tt

1 _

(6.45)

where coa Is the subcarrier frequency

N 0 is the amplitude of the spectrum of the subcarrier Gaussian
noise modulation

W
Q
is the bandwidth of the subcarrier noise modulation.
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Thus the rms bandwidth is proportional to the power in the subcarrier

modulation as N 0 becomes large.

6.3. Example 3: Single-Sideband FM

As was indicated in Section 4.3. the representation for the SSB-FM

signal is very similar to that for the SSB-PM signal. In fact it will be

shown below that all the formulae for the properties of the SSB-PM signal

(which were obtained in the previous section) are directly applicable to

the SSB-FM signal.

The SSB-FM signal has a discrete carrier term since the entire

function for generating the SSB-FM signal is identical to that for the

SSB-PM signal, which has a discrete carrier term.

The other properties of the SSB-FM signal follow directly from

those of the SSB-PM signal if the autocorrelation of m(t) can be obtained

in terms of the spectrum for the frequency modulating signal e(t). It is

recalled from Eq. (4.7) that

t

(6.46)

First, the question arises: Is m(t) stationary if e(t) is stationary?

The answer to this question has been given by Rowe; however, it is not

very satisfactory since he says that m(t) may or may not be stationary [22].

However, it will be shown that m(t), as given by Eq. (6.46), is stationary

in the strict sense if e(t) is stationary in the strict sense; and,

furthermore, m(t) is wide-sense stationary if e(t) is wide-sense stationary.

It is recalled that if

y(t) = L[x(t)]
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where L is a linear time-invariant operator, then y(t) is strict-sense

stationary if x(t) is strict-sense stationary and that y(t) is wide-sense

stationary if x(t) is wide-sense stationary £4]. Since the integral is a

linear operator, we need to show only that it is time-invariant, that is

to show that

or

t+e t

This is readily seen to be true by making a change in the variable,

letting t = t
?

+ e. Thus, if e(t) is stationary, then m(t) is stationary.

Moreover, in the same way it is seen that if m(t) had been defined by

t

(6.47)
t 0

then m^t) is not necessarily stationary for e.(t) stationary since the

system is time-varying (i.e. it was turned on at t
Q ). But this should

not worry us because, as Middleton points out, all physically realizable

systems have non-stationary outputs since no physical process could

have started out at t = -<*> and continued without some time variation in

the parameters [15]. However, after the "time-invariant" physical systems

have reached steady-state we may consider them to be stationary processes--

provided there is a steady state. Thus by letting t -* -» we are con-

sidering the steady-state process m(t) which we have shown to be stationary

Now the autocorrelation of m(t) can be obtained by using power-spectrum

techniques since m(t) has been shown to be stationary. From Eo. (6.46)
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we have

(6.48)

Then in terms of power-spectrum densities

(6.49)

As Rowe points out, Pmm (w) must eventually fall off faster than k/w2
,

where k is a constant, if e(t) is to contain finite power; and if PmmU)

k/co 2 , P ee (w) will be flat and, consequently, white noise. Thus we have a

condition for the physical realizability of m(t): Pmm (u)) falls off faster

than -6 db/octave at the high end. This condition is satisfied by physi-

cal systems since they do not have infinite frequency response. From

Eq„ (6.49) we have

pmm(“) = p
ee ( u ) ° (6.50)

Immediately we see that if P 0e (a)) takes on a constant value as ¡cd| -»■ 0

and at a) = 0, m(t) will contain a large amount of power with spectral

components concentrated about the origin. In other words, m(t) has a

large block of power, located infinitely close to the origin which is

infinitely large. Thus m(t) contains a slowly varying "DC" term with a

period T ->- °° and m 2 (t) -> °°. By examining Eq. (6.46) we obtain the same

result from the time domain. That is, for P
00U) equal to a constant,

e(t) contains a finite amount of power located infinitely close to the

origin which appears as a slowly varying finite "DC" term in e(t) such

that T -*■ Then by Eq. (6.46), m(t) has a infinite amplitude and,
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consequently, infinite power» In other words, the system does not have a

steady-state output condition if the input has a power around cj =0. Thus,

this system is actually conditionally stable , the output being bounded

only if the input power spectrum has a slope greater than or equal to +6

db/octave near the origin (and, consequently, zero at the origin) as seen

from Eq. (6.50). It is interesting to note that for the case of FM, e jm^

is stationary regardless of the shape of the spectral density Pqq(oj) - This

is due to the fact that e^'m^ is bounded regardless of whether m(t) is

bounded or not.

From Eq. (6.50) we can readily obtain Rmm (T) for any input process

0(t) which has a bounded output process m(t). Thus

oo

Rmm(0 = f e jtüT dco . (6.51)
¿IT J ÜJ

— OO

Furthermore, R^m (0), Rmm (x), and Rmm (0) may be obtained in terms of

P 6e (u)). By substituting for these quantities in the equations of Section

6.2, the properties of a SSB-FM signal can be obtained in terms of the

spectrum of the modulating process.

6.4. Example 4: Single-Sideband g

The SSB-a signal has a discrete carrier term. This is readily

shown by calculating the constants k, and k
2

. Substituting Eq. (4.10b)

into Eq. (5.4) we have

k, = — 1im
1 ’

R~
e“"M R cos e - R sfn e > sin nm,(R cos e.R sin e)de .

But 1 im m^R cos e, R sin e) = 0, for 0 < e u and lim m (R cos e,
R-X» R-h»

R sin e) = 0 for 0 ¿ e < it. Thus

k, = 0. (6.52)
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Likewise, substituting Eq. (4.10a) into Eq. (5.5), we have

k2
= 1. (6.53)

Thus the SSB-a signal has a discrete carrier term.

It follows that equivalent representations for the SSB-a signal

are possible since k 2 f 0. This is analogous to the discussion on equiva-

lent representations for SSB-PM signals (Section 6.2) so this subject will

not be pursued further.

The autocorrelation function for the SSB-a signal will now be ob-

tained in terms of Rmm (T)o Using Eq. (5.21) and Eq. (4.10b) we have

Rw(t) = [eam(t) sin am(t)][eam(t
" x) sin am(t-x)]

or

r ( T ) = ^{ e
a [m(t)+m(t-T)]j lja[m(t)-m(t-x)] _ e ja[m(t)+m(t-x)] }W' 4

+ 53{ea[m(t)+m(t-r)] } { _ e ja[-m(t)-m(t-x)] + e ja[-m(t)+m(t-x)] }

(6.54)

The density function of m(t) has to be specified in order to carry out

this average. It is recalled that m(t) is related to the modulating

signal e(t) by the equation:

m(t) = In [1+e(t)] o

Now assume that the density function of the modulation is chosen such

that m(t) is a Gaussian random process of all orders. Eq. (6.54) can

then be evaluated by the procedure that was used to evaluate Ea. (6.16).
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Assuming a Gaussian m(t), Eq. (6,54) becomes

W^SSB-a-GN = k{eZa¿Rmm{x) COS [2a 2 Rmm (r)] - 1} . (6,55)

But this is identical to Ea. (6.18) except for the scale factor a
2

.

Thus for envelope detectable SSB (a = 1) with m(t) Gaussian, the auto-

correlation and spectral density functions are identical to those for

the SSB-PM signal with Gaussian m(t). Moreover, the properties are

identical for SSB-a and SSB-PM signals having Gaussian m(t) processes

such that (^m)$sB-PM ~ a2 ^m ^SSB-a"
It is also seen that if |e(t)| < < 1 most of the time then

m(t) : 0(t).

Thus, when e(t) is Gaussian with a small variance, m(t) is approximately

Gaussian most of the time. Then Eo. (6.55) becomes

~

%{e
Za Ree^cos [2a 2Ree(0] - 11R¥V^ t ^SSB-a-GN

' (6.56)

when |e(t)| < < 1 most of the time. Conseauently, formulae for the auto-

correlation functions analogous to Eos. (6.19) and (6.20), may be further

simplified to a function of Ree(t) instead of R^t). Then the auto-

correlation functions for USSB-a and LSSB-a signals, assuming Gaussian

modulation e(t) with a small variance, are

R
XU-SSB-a-GN (t)

= % Re e jüVT {[ e 2a¿fW T ) cos (2a2 iTee (T))]

+ j [e Z“2Ree (l) cos <2a2 íf6e (■.))]} (6.57)
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and

R.
XL-SSB-ct-GN (t)

= % Re e
" J"“o T

{ [e2a
" Ree( T )

Cos (2a 2 ft99 (r))]

+ j Le cos ( 2oiz R 9 e(T )) J} (6.58)

The efficiency is readily obtained by substituting Eo. (6.56)

into Eo. (5.54):

where is the power in the Gaussian m(t) and |e(t)| < < 1. This result

may be compared for a = 1 to that given by Voelcker for envelope-detectable

SSB(a = 1) [11]. That is, if e(t) has a small variance, then m(t) s e(t);

and Eq. (6.59) becomes

(6.60)

This agrees with Voelcker 1's result (his Eq. (38)) when the variance of the

modulation is small--the condition for Eq. (6.60) to be valid.

The expressions for the other properties of the SSB-a signal, such

as bandwidths and peak-to-average power ratio, will not be examined further

here since it was shown above that these properties are the same as those

obtained for the SSB-PM signal when Um ) C cD mi
- a

2 (xp ) CCD

m(t) is Gaussian.

as long as



CHAPTER VI i

COMPARISON OF SOME SYSTEMS

In the two preceding chapters properties of single-sideband sig-

nals have been studied» However, the choice of a particular modulation

scheme also depends on the properties of the receiver. For example,

the entire function g(W) - W can be used to generate a SSB signal, but

there is no easy way to detect this type of signal.

In this chapter a comparison of various types of modulated sig-

nals will be undertaken from the overall system viewpoint [i.e. generation,

transmission and detection). Systems will be compared in terms of the

degradation of the modulating signal which appears at the receiver out-

put when the modulated RF signal plus Gaussian noise is present at the

input. This degradation will be measured in terms of three figures of

merit:

1. The signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver output

2» The signal energy required at the receiver input for

a bit of information at the receiver output when com-

arison is made with the ideal system (Here the ideal

system is defined as a system which requires a minimum

amount of energy to transmit a bit of information as

predicted by Shannon's formula.)

3» The efficiency of the system as defined by the ratio

of the RF power required by an ideal system to the RF

power required by an actual system»(Here the ideal sys-

75
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tem is taken to be a system which has optimum trade-off

between predetection signal bandwidth and postdetection

signal-to-noise ratio.)

Comparison of AH, FM, SSB-AM-SC, and SSB-FM systems will be made using

these three figures of merit. It is clear that these comparisons are

known to be valid only for the conditions specified; that is, for the

given modulation density function, and detection schemes which are used

in these comparisons,

7.1. Output Signal-to-Noise Ratios

7,1-1. AM system

Consider the coherent receiver as shown in Figure 16 where the

input AM signal plus narrow-band Gaussian noise is given by

X(t) + n-j(t) = {A
Q [l + 6 sin cumt] cos w 0 t}

+ (x c (t) cos o)
0
1 - x s (t) sin a) t} (7.1)

where X(t) is the input signal, n j (t) is the input noise with a flat spec-

trum over the bandwidth 2ajm , and 6 is the modulation index.

AC Couple

Low Pass I
Fi 1 ter

2k cos oj 0 1

Figure 16. AM Coherent Receiver

Output
-►

Then the output signal-to-noise power ratio, where A 0 k6 sin a)m t is the

output signal, is given by

(S/N) 0
-

Ó 2
— (S/N) i

1 + h& 2
(7.2)
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or

(7.3)

where (S/N)j = The input signal-to-noise power ratio

(C/N)j = The input carrier-to-noise power ratio

and the spectrum of the noise is taken to be flat over the IF bandpass
which is 2tom (rad/s).

(S/N) 0
= 6 2 (C/N) i

7.1-2. SSB-AM-SC system

Consider the coherent receiver (Figure 16) once again, where

the input is a SSB-AM-SC signal plus narrow-band Gaussian noise. Then

the input signal plus noise is

X(t) + ni(t) = lA 0 [m(t) cos ¡u 0 t
- m(t) sin o) 0 t]}

+ [xc (t) cos (jo 0 1
- x s (t) sin o) Q t] (7.4)

where

m(t) = 6 sin <jo
m
t

and x s (t) = x
c (t) if the IF passes only upper sideband components. The

input noise is assumed to have a flat spectrum over the bandwidth u)m „

Then the output signal-to-noise power ratio, where A
0
k6 sin &omt is the

output signal, is given by [23]

(S/N) Q
= (S/N)i (7.5)

where the spectrum of the noise is taken to be flat over the IF bandpass

which is <jum (rad/s).

It is interesting to note that the same result is obtained from a
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more complicated receiver as given in Figure 17. However, in some practi-

cal applications the receiver in Figure 17 may give much better perform-

anee due to better lower sideband noise rejection. That is, in Figure 17

the lower sideband noise is eliminated as the result of the approximate

Hilbert transform filter realized about <*> = 0; whereas, in Figure 16 the

lower sideband noise is rejected by the IF filter realized about w = oj 0 .

Thus, in order to obtain equal lower sideband noise rejection in both

receivers, the IF bandpass for the receiver in Figure 16 would have to

have a very steep db/octave roll-off characteristic at a> = cj 0 .

Figure 17,. SSB-AM-SC Receiver

7,1-3. SSB-FM system

Now consider a FM receiver which is used to detect a SSB-FM sig-

nal plus narrow-band Gaussian noise as shown in Figure 18.

X(t)+n-j(t) FM Output
Receiver

Figure 18. SSB-FM Receiver
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The input signal plus noise is given by

X(t) + n^(t) = A 0 e~
m^

cos [oj 0 t + m(t)] + nj(t) (7.6)

where A
0

= The amplitude of carrier

u)q - The radian frequency of the carrier

m(t) = D _/
t
v(t) dt

m(t) = m(t) * -vjr
= The Hilbert transform of m(t)

nj(t) = Narrow-band Gaussian noise with power spectral density F 0
over the (one-sided spectral) IF band

and v(t) is the modulation on the upper SSB-FM signal. The independent
narrow-band Gaussian noise process may be represented by

n
n-(t) = R(t) cos [oj 0 1 + <f>(t)] = x c (t) cos cu 0 1

- x
$ (t) sin a> 0 1

where x s (t) = x
c (t) since the IF passes only the frequencies on the upper

sideband of the carrier frequency.

Then the phase of the detector output is obtained from Ea. (7»6)

and is

ifj(t) = k tan
A
0
e~m^ sin m(t) + R(t) sin <j)(t)

A 0 e~
m^

cos m(t) + R(t) cos <}>(t)
L

which reduces to

(7.7)

ii»(t) = km(t) + k tan
■1 R(t) sin [(t) - m(t)]

A e"ni ( t ^ + R(t) cos [m(t) - (t)]
(7.8)

where k is a constant due to the detector. The detector output voltage

is given by
d-^-— . Eq. (7.8) is identical to the phase output when the

iri (t)input is conventional FM plus noise except for the factor e .
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For large input signal-to-noise ratios ( i.e . A 0 e~
m^

> > R(t)

most of the time), Eq. (7*8) becomes

kR(t)
<jj(t) ~ km(t) + — sin U(t) - m(t)] (7.9)

d n o (t)
Then the noise output voltage is —-np— where

R(t) sin [<j)(t) - m(t)]. (7.10)

Now the phase (t) is uniformly distributed over 0 to 2n since the input

noise is a narrow-band Gaussian process. Then for m(t) deterministic,

[<f>(t) - m(t)] is distributed uniformly also. Furthermore, R(t) has a

Rayleigh density function. Then it follows that R(t) sin [<f>(t) - m(t)]

is Gaussian (at least to the first order density) and, using Rice's

formulation [24, 25],

R(t) sin [<j)(t) - m(t)] = x s (t) = e

where F(io) = F 0 is the input noise spectrum and {e n } are independent

random variables uniformly distributed over 0 to 2 tt. Actually it is

known that the presence of modulation produces some clicks in the out-

put [26], but this effect is not considered here. Ea. (7.10) then be-

comes
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or

dn
0 (t)
dt

kem(t >
»

Aq n=l i 2F( "n > f ( ü)n“ ü)o) cos ^ a)n" a) o^ t + e n-l

ke™ (t)

Ao n~l |^~ S1
"

n [(wn -“ 0 )t + ©n] •

Noting that {e n } are independent as well as uniformly distributed and

that the noise spectrum is zero below the carrier frequency, the output

noise power is

dn 0 (t)
dt

2 L

“m

,2m(t)l _L f F
-* 2v J

0

„2 d„ + JL e2m(t)

Ao"
dm(t)1

2

dt

1

2tt

wm

F
o dü)

2tt 3
+

dm(t)

dt

Fo
2ir

^m (7,11)

where (-) is the averaging operator and tom is the baseband bandwidth

(rad/s) „ Now let v(t) = -A
m

cos u)
m
t then, averaging over t, we have

and

2m(t) Wmm

2n

2 n / cüm

f e
26 cos Wmt dt = I 0 (26)

e
2m(t) dm(t)

dt

2

i (m6)
2
[1 0 (26) - I

2 (26)]

1
2

6 1 ,( 26 )

(7,12)

(7.13)
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where ó = DAm /wm , the modulation index. Substituting Eq. (7„ 12) and

Eq. (7.13) into Eq. (7.11) we obtain for the output noise power

k 2 F
0
wm

3

2*V
il

0 (2i) +1 61,(26)

Referring to Eq. (7.9), the output signal power is

So *
dkm(t)

2

dt (“Am)

Then the output signal-to-noise ratio is

k2

(S/N) 0
=

2^ DAm)

o k 2

2it
^ A

0
2

1 1
- I

0 (26) + - 6I
1 (26)

(S/N) n
=

A 0
2
6 2

7
0

2 — “m
2tt l I 0 (26) + - 6^(26)3 2

Referring to Eq. (7.6), the signal power into the detector is

S, =■ A
0
2

e
2"^) cos

2 [„0 t + m(t)] = 1 A„
2

e
2^»

\^ 2

M 25 >

(7.14)

(7.15)

(7.16)

(7.17)

Kahn and Thomas have given the ratio of the rms bandwidths (taken about
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the mean of the one-sided spectrum) for a SSB-FM signal to a conventional

FM signal [20], and it is

B
SSB-FM

b
fm

I,
2 (26)

I 0
2 (26)

(7.18)

It is known that the bandwidth (in rad/s) of a FM signal is approxi-

mately

BpM = 2(6+1 )a)m . (7.19)

Thus, to the first approximation, the SSB-FM bandwidth is

B
SSB-FM

~ 2 /2
r>r

(6+1 ) uj .

1„
2 (26) I"

(7.20)

Then, taking the IF bandwidth to be that of the SSB-FM signal, the input

noise power is

B
SSB-FM‘ (7.21)

Consequently, the input signal-to-noise ratio is

A„
2

I 0 (26)
(S/N). =

F o ,
-

4 — a)
m (6+1) /2

(7.22)



6 ó 2 ( 6+1 ) /2 1

(S/N)i (7.23)(S/N)(
I n

2 (26)

1 0
2 (2ó) + | 5I 0 (26 )I t (26)

for the case of SSB-FM plus Gaussian noise into a FM detector.

The signal-to-noise output can also be obtained in terms of the

unmodulated-signal-to-noise ratio [i.e. the carrier-to-noise power at

the input). From Eq. (7.6) we obtain

(S/N) -j = 1 0 (26) (C/N) -f (7.24)

and Eq. (7.23) becomes

6 6 2 ( 6+1 ) /2 11
(S/N)a =

If (26)
I o

2 (26 )

I
0 (26) + f 61.(26)

(C/N) -j

where (C/N)^ is the carrier-to-noise power ratio.

(7.25)

7.1-4. FM system

The signal-to-noise ratio at the output of a FM receiver for a

FM signal plus narrow-band Gaussian noise at the input can be obtained

by the same procedure as used above for SSB-FM. The factor e"m^ of

Eq. (7.6) is replaced by unity, and the bandwidth of the input noise

is given by Eq. (7.19). Then the output signal-to-noise ratio becomes

(S/N) 0
- 3 6 2 (6+1 ) (S/N)-j (7.26)
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when the input signal-to-noise ratio is large. It is also noted that

(S/N) i -- (C/N)-¡. (7.27)

7.1-5. Comparison of signal-to-noise ratios

A comparison of the various modulation systems is now given by

plotting (S/N) 0 /(S/N)as a function of the modulation index by use of

Eqs. (7.2), (7.5), (7.23), and (7.26). This plot is shown in Figure 19.

Likewise (S/N) Q /(C/N)j as a function of the modulation index

is shown in Figure 20, where Eqs. (7.3), (7.25), (7.26), and (7.27) are

used. It is noted that in both of these figures the noise power band-

width was determined by the signal bandwidth.

When systems are compared in terms of signal-to-noise ratios, a

useful criterion is the output signal-to-noise ratio from the system

for a given RF signal power in the channel--that is, (S/N) 0 /S-¡. This

result can be obtained from (S/N) 0 /(S/N)-j, which was obtained previously

for each system, if the input noise, Nj, is normalized to some convenient

constant. This is done, for example, by taking only the noise power in

the band 2tum (rad/s) for measurement purposes. (The actual input noise

power of each system is not changed, just the measurement of it.) Then

the normalized input noise power for all the systems is

Fo
Nj = — 2(jjm

2tt

where the subscript I denotes the normalized, power. Then the ratio

(S/N) 0 /(S/N)j is identical to N¡[(S/N) 0 /S-¡] where Nj is the constant de-

fined above. Thus, to within the multiplicative constant Nj, comparison

of (S/N) 0 /(S/N )i for the various systems is a comparison of the output
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Figure 19, Output to Input Signal-to-Noise
Power Ratios for Several Systems
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Figure 20. Output Signal-to-Noise to Input Carrier-
to-Noise Ratio for Several Systems
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signal-to-noise ratios for the systems for a given RF signal power. This

procedure is commonly used for system comparisons [23].

Likewise, a comparison of output signal-to-noise ratios for vari-

ous systems for a given carrier power can be carried out by comparing

(S/N) 0 /(C/N) I , where the subscript I denotes the normalized input noise

power once again.

The AM, SSB-AM-SC, SSB-FM, and FM systems will now be compared

by using this procedure,

For the AM system (S/N)i = (S/N)j so that Eq. (7.2) becomes

(S/N) 0
=

¿ 2

1 + 1*2 (S/N)j (7.28)

and, likewise, Eq. (7.3) becomes

(S/N) 0
= 6

2
(C/N)j. (7.29)

For the SSB-AM system Eq. (7.5) becomes

(S/N) 0
= 2(S/N)j. (7.30)

For the SSB-FM system, Eq. (7.23) becomes

(7.31)

and Eq. (7.25) becomes

(7.32)
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For the FM system, Eq. (7.26) becomes

(S/N) 0
= 3 6 2 (S/N) i

and

(S/N)
d

= 3 6 2 (C/N)j.

(7.33)

(7.34)

A comparison of the output signal-to-noise ratios for the vari-

ous modulation systems can be made now for a given input signal or car-

rier power by using these equations. (S/N) 0 /(S/N)j_ as a function of

modulation index is plotted for various systems in Figure 21. Likewise

(S/N) 0 /(C/N)j is shown in Figure 22. From these figures, it is concluded

that FM gives the greatest signal-to-noise ratio at the detector output

for high index, followed by SSB-AM. For low index (6 < 1), SSB-AM is

best, followed by SSB-FM and FM which have about the same (S/N) 0 , and

AM gives the lowest (S/N) 0 .

7.2. Energy-Per-Blt of Information

The concept of RF energy required per bit of received information

is used by Raisbeck for comparing SSB-AM and FM systems [27]. This will

be extended to AM and SSB-FM systems in this section.

The (received) capacity of the system is given by [28]

C b > (b/2*) log 2 [1 + (S/N) 0 ] (7.35)

where b is the baseband bandwidth (rad/s)

(S/N)o is the output signal-to-noise power ratio.

Eq. (7.35) becomes an equality when the output noise is Gaussian.
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Figure 21. Output Signal-to-Noise to Input Signal-to-Normalized-
Noise Power Ratio for Various Systems
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Figure 22. Output Signal-to-Noise to Input Carrier-to-Normalized-
Noise Power Ratio for Various Systems
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Then the RF energy required per bit of received information is

S, (F 0B/ 2 ,)(S/N)i F 0B (S/ll), , 7

cT Cb
"

b log 2 [1 + (S/N) 0 ]

where F 0 is the spectral density of the noise in the IF and B is the IF

bandwidth (rad/s). In an ideal system the capacity of the IF is eaual

to the capacity of the baseband even when (S/N)-j -* 0. Therefore the

ideal system has an energy-per-bit given by

Si

Cb
1 im

(S/N) -¡-M3

F
0
B (S/N)i

B log 2 [1 + (S/N)i]
= 0.693 F

0
. (7.37)

log 2 e

Then Eq. (7.36) may be written as

-Í < (0.693 F 0 )
Cb

"

B (S/N)-j
0.693 b log 2 [1 + (S/N) 0 ]

Now the figure of merit will be defined as

B (S/N)i
0.693 b log, [1 + (S/N) 0 ]

(7.38)

which is the amount of energy required by the actual system over that of

the ideal system in order to receive a bit of information, provided that

the output noise is Gaussian. If the output noise is not Gaussian, the

value of M will be somewhat larger than the ratio, energy-per-bit for the

actual system to the energy-per-bit for the ideal system.

M as a function of modulation index will be derived below for com-

pari son of various systems.
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7.2-1. AM system

We now want to find M(ó) for the AM system, described in Section

7.1-1, such that we will have an output signal-to-noise ratio of 27.5 db

for 6=1. 27.5 db is an arbitrary value that is chosen here for com-

pari son of systems using M as a figure of merit. This value is repre-

sentative of the (S/N) 0 requirement for actual communication systems.

From Eq. (7.3) it follows that (C/N)j = 27.5 db for 6 = 1. Also, for the

AM system Eq. (7.38) becomes

2 ü)m [(1 + %6 ¿ ) (C/N) i ]
M(6) = —

0.693 log 2 [1 + <5 2 (C/N)i]

For (C/N)j = 27.5 db, Eq. (7.39) reduces to

1620 (1 + %6 2 )
M(6) =

1og 2 [1 + 560 6 2 ]

(7.39)

(7.40)

The values of M(<5) for the AM system, as given by Ea. (7.40), will

be compared to those for other systems in Section 7.2-5.

1 . 2-2. SSB-AM-SC system

To obtain M(<5) for the SSB-AM-SC system, (S/N) 0
= 27.5 db will be

used once again. From Eq. (7.5) it follows that (S/N)-¡ = 27.5 db. Also,

for the SSB-AM system Eq. (7.38) becomes

aim (S/N) -j
M (6) = —

. (7.41)
0.693 log 2 [1 + (S/N) Q ]

For (S/N) 0
= (S/N)-j = 27.5 db, Ea. (7.41) reduces to

M(<5) = 19.5 db. (7.42)
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7,2-3. SSB-FM system

To obtain M(ó) for the SSB-FM system with (S/N) 0
= 27,5 db, it

follows from Eq. (7.25) that (C/N)j = 23,3 db for 6=1. Also, for the

SSB-FM system Eq, (7,38) becomes

M( 6) =

2( 6+1) /2 /l - 10(26)(C/N)1

0.693 com log.

6 6
2 (6+1) 72 ]

1 +

T7TW
In 2 (2j

1 0 (26) + f 61
1 (26)

(C/N)j

(7.43)

For (C/N)j = 23.3 db, Eq. (7.43) reduces to

7.2-4. FM system

To obtain M(6) for the FM system, for (S/N) 0
= 27.5 db, it follows

from Eos. (7.26) and (7.27) that (C/N)-¡ = 12 db (which is just above the

threshold) for 6=2. Also, for the FM system, Eq. (7.38) becomes

[2 (6+1) o,m ] (C/N) i
M(6) =

.

0.693 com 1 og 2 [1 + 3 6 2 (6+l) (C/N) i ]
(7,45)
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For (C/N)-j = 12 db, this reduces to

46 (6+1)
M(6) = —

.

log 2 [1 + 48 6 2 (6+1)]

It is recalled that Raisbeck obtained this result [27].

(7.46)

7.2-5 0 Comparison of energy-per-bit for various systems

It is recalled that M(6) represents the ratio of the energy-per-

bit for the actual system to the energy-per-bit for the ideal system

when the output system noise is Gaussian. The output noise is Gaussian

for the AM, SSB-AM-SC, and FM systems [for FM, (C/N)-¡ = 12 db >> 0 db].

Also, from Eg. (7.10) it is seen that the noise out of the SSB-FM system

is Gaussian for small index (say 6 < 1). Thus, for the systems that are

analyzed above, M(<5) represents the ratio of the energy-per-bit for the

actual system to the energy-per-bit for the ideal system. Then in db,

M(ó) gives the energy-per-bit required above the ideal system.

The systems are compared in terms of energy-per-bit (db) above

the ideal system in Figure 23, where Eas. (7.40), (7.42), (7.44), and

(7.46) have been plotted for the AM, SSB-AM-SC, SSB-FM, and FM systems.

From this figure it is seen that the FM system is best, followed by

SSB-AM-SC, SSB-FM and AM, Furthermore, the FM system is about 12 db

worse than the ideal system. These comparisons are valid for output

signal-to-noise ratios of about 25 db.

In addition, Figure 23 specifies the modulation index to use

for each type of system in order to minimize the energy required to

transmit one bit of information.
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7.3. System Efficiencies

The third figure of merit which will be used to compare systems

is the system efficiency, defined by

Transmitted power required for an ideal system
3 =

Transmitted power required for an actual system

= S-j/S-j (7.47)

where the ideal system is taken to be a system which has optimum trade-

off between predetection signal bandwidth and postdetection signal-to-

noise ratio. This concept is used by Wright and doll iffe to compare

SSB-AM-SC and FM systems [29]. Here, it will be extended to AM and

SSB-FM systems.

The trade-off between predetection signal bandwidth and post-

detection signal-to-noise ratio for an ideal system is obtained by

equating the predetection capacity to the postdetection capacity since

an ideal system does not lose information in the detection process [30].

Thus

(B/2tt) log 2 [1 + (S'/N)-j] = (b/2ir) log [1 + (S'/N) 0 ] (7.48)

where B is the IF bandwidth

b is the baseband bandwidth

(S'/N)j is the input signal-to-noise ratio for the ideal system

(S'/N) 0 is the output signal-to-noise ratio for the ideal system

The prime is used here to denote the ideal system. Ea. (7.48) reduces to

(S '/N)o = [1 + (S'/N)i]
Y

- 1 (7.49)

where y = B/b, the IF to baseband bandwidth ratio.

The efficiency, 3 , will now be calculated for various types of

systems.
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7.3-1. AM system

For the AM system y = B/b = 2. Then setting Eq. (7.49) equal to

Eq, (7.2) we have

[I + (S'/N),]
2

-1
¿ 2

1 + H6 1
(S/N) -j , (7.50)

Substituting for S-¡ from Eq. (7.47), the efficiency for the AM system is

obtained, and it is

3 =

ó 2 1

1 + %6 2 _(S'/N)i + 2_
(7.51)

The AM efficiency will be compared to those for other systems in

Section 7.3-5 as a function of (S'/N)-¡ with the modulation index as a

parameter.

7.3-2. SSB-AM-SC system

For the SSB-AM-SC system y = B/b = 1. Then, equating Eq. (7.49)

and Eq. (7.5), we have

(S‘/N) j = (S/N) -j (7.52)

and substituting for Si using Eq. (7.47), the SSB-AM-SC efficiency is

7.3-3. SSB-FM system

For the SSB-FM system, using Eq.

“m

= 2 ( 6+ 1 ) /2

(7.20),

I!
2
(26)

(7.53)

Y 1

Iq
2 (26)

(7.54)
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Note that for SSB-FM y and 6 are uniauely related to each other (by

Eq. (7.54)), unlike the AM and SSB-AM-SC cases. Equating Eq. (7.49) and

(7.23), we have

[1 + (S7N)i]
Y

- 1 =

3 6 z ~

I 0
2 (26) + f 6I 0 (26)I 1 (26)

(S/N)i. (7,55)

Then, substituting for S-¡ from Ea. (7.47), the efficiency for SSB-FM is

B =

3<S 2y (S7N)i
1 0

2 (26) + | 6I 0 (26)I 1 (26)_ _[i + (S7N)iF - i_
(7.56)

where y and 6 are uniquely related by Eq. (7.54).

7.3-4. FM system

For the FM system, using Ea. (7.19),

Y = -f- = 2(6+1). (7.57)
wm

Thus for FM, y and 6 are uniquely related, as was the case in SSB-FM.

Eauating Eq. (7.49) and Eq. (7.26) we have

[1 + (S7N) i ] y - 1 = |y(J - 1)
¿

(S/N)-¡. (7.58)

Then, substituting for Sj from Ea. (7.47), the efficiency for FM is

(7.59)

This is identical to the result obtained by Panter [23].
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7,3-5. Comparison of system efficiencies

Eos» (7.51), (7.53), (7.56), and (7.59) are plotted in Figure 24

in order to compare the efficiencies for the AM, SSB-AM-SC, SSB-FM, and

FM systems. The efficiency is given as a function of (S'/N) 0 with the

modulation index, 6, as a parameter. For example, from the figure it

is seen that, for FM with 6 = 2 and (S'/N)j = 30 db, the FM system re-

quires about 135 db more power than an ideal system with the same IF-to-

baseband bandwidth ratio and the same output signal-to-noise ratio.

From Figure 24, it is seen that SSB-AM-SC is an ideal system in

the sense of trading bandwidth for output signal-to-noise ratio. Also,

AM is the next best system, and SSB-FM and FM are the poorest systems

according to this criterion.
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e(db)

Figure 24. Efficiencies of Various Systems
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CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY

In this work a new approach to SSB signal design and analysis

for communication systems has been presented. The key to this approach

is the philosophy of using a modulated-signal generating function--the

generating function being any entire function.

It was hypothesized in Chapter I that SSB signals were of the

third basic modulation class, the first two being AM and FM.

In Chapter II a brief review of analytic signal theory was pre-

sented, and this theory was used in successive chapters to facilitate

the derivations.

In Chapter III it was shown that signals of the SSB class could

be generated by use of entire generating functions and that these sig-

nals were truly SSB signals regardless of the modulating process.

Generalized formulae were derived which may represent upper SSB or lower

SSB modulated signals. These formulae are analogous to those representing

AM and FM signals. However, it is noted that any SSB signal is a com-

bination of AM and FM.

Chapter IV gave some examples of well-known SSB signals, using

the appropriate entire generating function to obtain their mathematical

representation and, consequently, their physical realization.

The generating function concept, along with analytic signal

theory, was used in Chapter V to obtain generalized formulae for the

properties of SSB signals. The properties that were studied were:
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1. Equivalent realizations for a given SSB signal

2. The condition for a suppressed-carrier signal

3. Autocorrelation function

4. Bandwidth (using various definitions)

5. Efficiency

6. Peak-to-average power ratio.

The amplitude of the discrete carrier term was found to be equal to the

absolute value of the entire function (associated with a particular SSB

signal) evaluated at the origin and was not affected by the modulation.

Furthermore, for suppressed-carrier SSB signals, the real and imaginary

parts of the complex envelope are a unique Hilbert transform pair;

otherwise, they are a Hilbert transform pair to within an additive con-

stant.

In Chapter VI the properties for examples of various SSB signals

were studied where stochastic modulation was assumed. The results were

compared with those published in the literature where possible.

In Chapter VII a comparison of AM, SSB-AM-SC, SSB-FM and FM

systems was carried out. This was a comparison of the various modu-

lation schemes from the overall viewpoint of generation, transmission

with additive Gaussian noise, and detection. Three figures of merit

were used for comparison:

1. Output signal-to-noise ratios

2. Energy-per-bit of information

3. System efficiency.

It was found that, for a given RF signal power, FM has the greatest post-

detection signal-to-noise ratio if the modulation index is large. For

small index SSB-AM-SC is best, with SSB-FM and FM second, and AM is
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is poorest. For the lease energy-per-bit of information, FM is best,

followed by SSB-AM-SC, SSB-FM, and AM. When the systems are compared

in terms of optimum trade-off between predetection bandwidth and post-

detection signal-to-noise ratio [i.e. system efficiency) SSB-AM-SC was

found to be ideal, with AM second best, followed by SSB-FM and FM.

In conclusion, the entire generating function concept should be

helpful in obtaining new types of SSB signals, and the corresponding

formulae for analyzing these signals will be helpful in classifying

these signals according to their properties. However, one should also

evaluate the overall system performance in the presence of noise to

determine the usefulness of these signals.
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APPENDIX I

PROOFS OF SEVERAL THEOREMS

Theorem I

If k(z) is analytic in the UHP, then the spectrum of k(t,0),

denoted by F|<(u>), is zero for all w < 0, assuming that k(t,0) is Fourier

transformable. (This result is included in Theorem 95 of Titchmarsh [6]

and in the work of Paley and Wiener [31].)

Lemma to Theorem I

If W x (z) and W
2 (z) are analytic in the UHP, then W(z) = W

1 (z)W2 (z)

is analytic in the UHP.

Proof of the Lemma to Theorem I:

Assume that W
1 (z) and W

2 (z) are analytic in the UHP, which implies

that they are continuous. Then if W(z) satisifies the Cauchy-Riemann

(C-R) relation for all z in the UHP, W(z) is analytic in the UHP.

Given: W x and W
2
are analytic in UHP. Then

3U
X

_

3V
2

av
x

_

su
1+ J' v l -

1 1 i 1 in the UHP ( I -1 a)
3X 3y 3 X ay

+'jV 2 =>
3lJo 9 V 2 9 V 2 3U 2

(I-lb)= - in the UHP
3X 9y 3X 3y

and these partial derivatives are continuous.

To show: W = U + jV is analytic for all z in the UHP by showing

in the UHP (I-2a)

3V __9_U
9x 9y

in the UHP (I-2b)
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and that these partial derivatives are continuous.

W = w
x
w
2

= (U x
+ jV 1 )(U2

+ jV 2 )

= (u x u2
- vjV 2 ) + j(v 1

u
2

+ v
2
u

1 ) 5 U + jV,

Then

and

9X 1

9U 2
+ IL Ml-V,9 X 1

9V2
- v,

9 V 1 (1-3)
9X 2 9X 2 9X

9 V 9 U2
+ u 2

9 Vi
—- + Vo

9 U ! 9 Vo
(1-4)Vi + u 1

yy yy yy yy yy

By substituting Eqs. (I-1 a) and (I-lb) into Eo. (1-4),

9V 3U ? 9Ui
— = U, —— + IL —— + V
ay

1 ax ¿ ax i

9 V2
9X

+ V,
9 Vj
9X

(1-5)

But Eq. (1-5) is identical to Eq. (1-3) and the partial derivatives are

continuous. Thus, the condition of Eq. (I-2a) is satisfied.

A1 so,

and

-=v,
9X

9U2 + u2
9V X + V 2

9 U ! + u x

9 v2

9X 9X 9X 9X

9Ü 9U 2
+ U2

9Uj 9V 2 9Vj
- u,

yy
- - v 2

yy yy yy yy

Then

9U

3y

9ü 2
9X

+ U,
dJ±
9X

+ Mr
9U 1

9X

+ u.

( 1 - 6 )

(1-7)

and all the partial derivatives are continuous. By comparing Eo. (1-6)

with Eq. (1-7) it is seen that the condition of Eq. (I-2b) is satisfied.

Therefore W(z) is analytic in the UHP.
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Proof of Theorem I:

Given: k(z) is analytic in the UHP and e” JtuZ is analytic in the

UHP for oj < 0.

To show

00

F(w) = k(x,0)e" jwxdx = 0 -V- u < 0. (1-8)
—oo

By the Lemma k(z)e" JajZ is analytic in the UHP for all <*> < 0. Then by

Cauchy's Theorem

J k(z)e“ ja)Zdz = 0

for c as shown in Figure 25 since k(z)e~JwZ is analytic in the UHP.

Thus

^ k(z)e” Ja)Zdz = k(x ,0)e~ Ja)Xdx

+ lim ( k(R sin e,R cos e)eJa) ^e Rje^ 0
de

R-*=°
o

But for a) < 0,

lim | f k e“R s1n V>R cos e
Rj ei

9de| < lim f |k|e“R sin eRde
R-Ko J R^-oo “

0
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and |k| < M, a constant, since k is analytic in the UHP.

1 im
R-*°°

3 -jü)Re^" Rj eJe d0 | < M lim / e
“R sin e

Rd0 = Q
R-*» y

ke

Therefore

FU) = I k(x,0)e"Ja)Xdx = 0 , u < 0

Theorem II

If Z(z) is an analytic function of z in the UHP and if g(W) is

an entire function of W, then g[Z(z)] is an analytic function of z in

the UH z-plane.

Proof of Theorem II:

The C-R relations will be used to show that g[Z(z)] is analytic

in the UH z-plane.

Given: Z(z) = U^x.y) + jV.^x.y) is analytic in the UH z-plane.

This implies that

3Uj _

9 V j
9

9Vl 9Uj (I-9a,b)
9X sy ax ay

in UHP and these derivatives are continuous there.

g(W) = UgiUj.Vi) + jv2 (u 1 fVj) is analytic in the finite W-plane.

This implies that

9U2
.

9V2 9 V2 -9U 2 (I-10a,b)
9U

1 9Vi au
T 9 V x

in the finite W-plane and these derivative are continuous there.

To show: That

9U, 9V, 9 V, -9U,2
_

2
5

2 2 (I-lla.b)
9 X 9y 9X 9y
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Now,

in the UH z-plane and that they are continuous in the UHP also.

3V 2 3V, 3U 1 3V 2 3V 1

3y 3U X 3y 3V 2 3y
( 1 - 12 )

Substituting Eqs„ (1-9) and (1-10) into Eq. (1-12), Eq. (1-12) becomes

3V 2 _

/au2 \ / 3U X \

3y \3uJ\ 3X/
1Ü2.W iM-
3VJ\ 3xJ"

3U 2

3X
(1-13)

Thus the condition given by Eq. (I-1 la) is satisfied in the region where

these derivatives exist and are continuous.

Similarly,

3V 2
_

3V 2 aUi 3V2 3Vi
3X 3 U 1 & 3 V 1 3X

Substituting Eqs. (1-9) and (I-10) into Eq. (1-14), Eq.

(1-14)

(1-14) becomes

Thus the condition given by Eq. (I-11b) is satisfied in the region

where these derivatives exist and are continuous.

It is now argued that the derivatives exist and are continuous

for z in the UHP. This is true because for any z in the UHP, including

UH *
s z(z) may take on any value in the finite W plane. Also, the

derivatives of U
t
and \l l with respect to x and y exist and are continuous

for z in the UHP, and the derivatives of U
2
and V 2 with respect to U, and V 1

exist and are continuous anywhere in the finite W plane. Thus the con-

ditions given by Eqs. (I-11 a) and (I-llb) are satisfied, and g[Z(z)] is

analytic in the UH z-plane.
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Theorem III

If h(z) is analytic for all z in the UHP and if F[h(x,0)] = FhU),
then for to 0

> 0

% F^(a)-a) 0 ) (O > CO

f’{Re[h(x,0)e'i “o x ]} 0 0) I < ÜÚQ ‘

(jO-CÜq) to <

(1-16)

Lemma to Theorem III

If h(z) is analytic for all z in the UHP and if F[h(x,0)] = FhU),

then

F
Reh (u>) = i’{Re[h(x,0)]}

% Fh(oj) , a) > 0

[F|r|(co)—j 2irk x 6 (oj) 3 = [Fft( -o))+j2'n'k 1 6 ( -to)] , to = 0

‘A’

^ Fh(-to) , to < 0_

(1-17)

Proof of Lemma to Theorem III:

From Eq. (1-23)

h(x,0) = U(x,0) + jtUix.Oj+kj],

Thus

FhU)
C

(U(x,0) + j[U(x,0) + k 1 ]}e_J'“xdx
J

— CO

U(x,0) e' Jü)Xdx + j / U(x,0)e“JWAdx + jk x I e" JU)Adx-Jwx,



Using Eq. (2.2) and the difinition for the Fourier transform, we obtain

Fh(<*>) “ FReh( w ) + s 9 n (íju) 1 pReh^) + j2irk 1 6 (oj)

or

FRehM =

JsF h (oí) > 0

Fh( w )“j27Tk 1 6(co) , tu = 0

Also, it is recalled that

FReh(~“) = FReh( w )

This is seen from

Re[h(x,0)]e Ja)Xdx Re[h(x,0)]e_jüiXdx

Thus from Eqs. (1-18) and (1-19) we obtain

FReh( w )

, a) > 0

[ F p1 (a))-j2-n-ki6(cjü)] = [F¡![(-cu) +j2-nrk x 6 (-oj)] , u) = 0

%Fh(-tü) , oí < 0

Proof of Theorem III:

By aid of Eq. (1-23) we have

(1-18)

(1-19)

h(x,0)eJaioX = {U(x,0)+j[U(x,0)+k.]}e j “°
x

.
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Then

r
F{Re[h(x,0)e'-|a)c|X ]} = j {U(x,0) cos u 0 x

- [U(x,0)+k 1 ]sin w 0x}e
Ja)Xdx

íU(x,0) ^(eJa) ° x + e" jü) ° x ) + j[U(x > 0)+k 1 ]%(e jwoX -e" ja)oX )}e" ja)Xdx

U(x,0)e" J ^"u °^ xdx
r

U(x,0)e' J ^+a) °^ xdx

00 CO

+ jh J~ U(x,0)e‘ j(w_a)o)xdx - ih [ Ü(x,0)e“ j(ü)+“o)xdx
— 00

— oo

00 oo

+ jJsk i J~ e J ^”ÜJ+tü0 ^ xdx - jhk 1 J' e^”“ -a) °^ xdx

and by using Eg. (2.2) and the Fourier transform of U(x,0),

i’{Re[h(x,0)e J'“° X]}- % F^e^(o)-u 0 ) + % FRph (tD+w 0 )Reh'

+ jh [-J sgn (u-uo)] FReh (u-ü) 0 ) - jh [-j sgn (cu+o) 0 )]FReh (ca+u) 0 )

+ jh 2irk
1
6 (-ü)+tog ) - 3h 2irk 1 6 ( -03-0)0 ) • (1-20)

Using Eq. (1-17) from the Lemma to Theorem III to evaluate FRe^(-) in

Eg. (1-20), Eq. (1-20)becomes

JsF^(o)-wo) , CO > too

£’{Re[h(x,0)eJ “° x ]} = 0 , | CO I < 0)Q

^F^(-o)-w 0 ) , o < -o 0
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Theorem IV

If h(z) is analytic for all z in the UHP and F[h(x,0)]
where Fh(fi) = 0 for all n > Uo , then for oi 0 > 0

igF p-j ( -OJ+CÜQ ) ) 0 < (JÜ < UiQ

F hU)

i7 {Re[h(x,0)e" J
'

a) ° x ]} I to I > tog

^(tú+COg) , 0 > (O > -ÍOg

( 1 - 21 )

Proof of Theorem IV:

The proof for Theorem IV is very similar to that for Theorem III.

By the aid of Eq. (1-23) we have

h(x,0)e" jw ° x = (U(x,0) + j[Ü(x,0)+k 1 ]}e" jü3 o
x

.

Then

í’{Re[h(x,0)e -J
'

ü) °x ]} = j (U(x,0) cos to 0 x + [Ü(x s0)+k 1 ] sin (o 0x}e
_j “xdx

v_y

— 00

oo

= J~ iU(x,0)%(e jüJ ° x + e" j “° x ) - j[Ü(x,0)+kJ%(e jw ° x -e' jü3 °x )} e" ja)Xdx
— oo

= J' U(x,0)e' j(tü_ü) o )xdx + %
-00

oo

J~ U(x,0)e" J ^+w °^ xdx
— oo

- 3h

00

U(x,0)e“ J
’

(w ' ü>o)xdx + jh f
— oo

Ü(x J 0)e" Ĵ a)+ÜJ °^ xdx

jh f k 1 e
J( -“+u, o> xdx + jh f k

1
e^" ÜJ " <1J °^xdx

— 00 — 00
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and by using Eq. (2.2) and the Fourier transform of U(x,0)

í’{Re[h(x,0)e Ja) ° x ]} = Jg F^e ^((jj-u 0 ) + % Fr^U+ooq )

- jh [-j sgn (oj-ojQ)] F
Re ^(w-u> 0 ) + jh [-j sgn(aj+w 0 )]FRe (u)+a> 0 )

- jh 2irk^6 (-cj+wq) + jh 2tt k^6 (-ü)~cú0) . (1-22)

Using Eq. (1-17) from the Lemma to Theorem III to evaluate FReh (-) in

Eq. (1-22) and noting that Fh(ft) = 0 for ft > wq, Eq. (1-22) becomes

— ^
JaF h (-ijJ+a)o)

F{Re[h(x,0)e' J’“°x ]} =

^Fhíoj+üúo)

0 < ü) < tog

| 0) | > too

0 > 0) > -OOg

Theorem V

If h(x,y) = U(x,y) + jV(x,y) is analytic in the UHP (including UH »)

then

h(t,0) = U(t,0) + j[U(t,0)+k 1 ] (1-23)

or

h(t,0) = [-V(t,0)+k 2 ] + jV(t,0) (1-24)

or

h(t,0) = [-V(t,0)+k2 ] + j[U(t,0)+k 1 ] (1-25)

where

7T

ki = — lim f V(R cos e,R sin e)de
TT p\R-**> J

o

, a real constant (1-26)
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arid

TI
"S*
' U(R cos e,R sin e)de , a real constant. (1-27)

J

o

Proof of Theorem V:

By Cauchy's Theorem

ko - 1 im
R-*°

0 dz = 0 (1-28)
C L

for c as shown in Figure 26 since h(z) is analytic in the UHP, where t is

real and finite.

Thus for e > 0

Figure 26. Contour of Integration

0 = lim
£-►0

t-£

h(x,0) dx + h(t+£eJ
'

9
)£e J

'

9
j

x-t
J £e je

de + h(x,0)
x-t

dx

t+£

TT

r

+ lim (
R-h» J ReJ9 -t

o

or

0 = P

oo

f h(x,0)1 x-t
dx - jiihit.O) + lim f JeJe d9

R^oo ReJ0 -t
o
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or for h(z) £ U(x,y) + jV(x,y)

0 = P -

U
-

(
--

,0) + jV(x>0I dx - j7r[U(t,0) + jV(t,0)]
x-t

+ 1 im
R-Wx> ^

0

[U(R cos 0 ,R sin e) + jV(R cos e,R sin

R(cos e + j sin e) - t

Aside: calculate the term:

.. C R[U+jV][-sin e + j cos e]
1 im de
R-*oo 'J

0 (R cos e-t) + jR sin 0

r R[U + jV][t sin 0 + j(R-t cos e)]
1 im 1 do
R-x» 'J

0 (R cos 0 -t) 2 + R2 sin 2 0

= 1 im
R-**>

{[Ut sin 0 + V(t cos 0-R)] + j[Vt sin 0 + U(R-t

R - 2t cos 6 + t 2 /R

For finite t, lim (t cos 0 - R) = -R, lim (R-t cos 0 ) = R, and
R+oo R-x»

lim [R - 2t cos 0 + t2 /R] = R. Thus Eo. (1-30) becomes
R-*»

= 1 im
R-x»

{[Ut sin e - VR] + j[Vt sin e + UR]}
de

= 1 im
R-xo

/ I Ut sin 0

L
R

- V + j
Vt sin 0

R
+ U do .

0 ) ] Rj e J 6 d e

(1-29)

cos e) ]}
do.

(1-30)

(1-31)

Since U and V are real and imaginary parts of a function which is analytic
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in the open UHP, U and V are finite as R °° for 0 s e < n. Thus

1 im
R-*»

Ut sin e

R
0 and 1im

R-HX)

Vt sin 0
R

= 0

for 0 < 0 < tt, and Eq. (1-31) becomes

= 1im {-V + jü} de .

R"*”
o

(1-32)

Substituting the right side of Eq. (1-32) for the right-hand term on

the right side of Eq. (1-29), Eq. (1-29) becomes

0 = P

— oo

00

fco) dx + jP
— CO

- j 7T U ( t , 0 )

+ ttV( t , 0) - 1 im / Vde + j 1 im I Ude
R-*=° -ft R-*» J

(1-33)

Setting the real and imaginary parts of Eq. (1-33) equal to zero we get

0 = P U(x,0)
x-t

dx + 7rV(t,0) - 1 im ( Vde
R-*x> '■s

(I-34a)

and

0 = P V(x,0)
x-t

dx -

IT

ttU( t,0) + 1 im C Ude
R~x» J

o

(I-34b)

Thus

and

V(t,0) = U(t,0) + — 1im f Vde
"

R-
o

u(t,0) = -v(t,0) + 1 11m f Ude
7r

R-*>° J

(I-35a)

(I-35b)
o
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Now show that the integrals in Eq, (1-35) are bounded. Using Schwarz's

inequality,

ir

-^2 I (l v Uax) de =

7 ^ I V I max ^
o

where |V| max = max 11 im V(R cos e,R sin e)| for 0 < e < tt, which is
R-^oo

finite since h(z) is analytic in the UHP.

Simi1arly

1 im
R->oo

1
TT

o

is bounded. Thus using Eqs. (I-35a) and (I-35b)

h(t,0) = U(t,0) + jV(t,0)
= U(t,0) + j[U(t,0)+k 1 ]

= [-V(t,0)+k 2 ] + jV(t,0)
= [-V(t,0)+k2 ] + j[U(t,0)+k 1 ]

where

and

ki = 1
TT

1 im
R-x»

V de a finite real constant

k2

TT

lim
R-X» JTT

U de , a finite real constant.
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APPENDIX II

EVALUATION OF e Ĵ
x + Jy ^

Assume: x and y are joint Gaussian random variables, both having zero

mean values.

To show: eJ tx
+

= e -Wox 2
+j2%y-oy 2 )

when x and y are joint Gaussian random variables.

The joint density function is

1

p(x,y) =

-p e W^-p 2 )
2no xa (1- P ) 2

[°y 2
x
2
“ 2a

x
oyPxy+o x

2
y
2 ]

Then

,j[x+jy]

_2TTOxOy(l-p 2 )^_ J

co co

r r
l

[a v
2
x
2 -2aX0yp xy-t-0x

2
y
2 ]

eJ‘(x+jy) e 2axV(l-P 2 ) y

dxdy
— CO —CO

CO CO

r
-

1

e
2a
x
2 (l-p 2 )L

x2_2 py+j°x 2 (i"P 2 )| x+,i^r y
2+y2ox

2 (i-P 2 )]
dxdy

— 00 —00

CO oo

rr"

J j

1 [x-k(yf 1
2a x

2 (l-P 2 ) 2ax
2 (l-p 2 ) L y[-kty)+~jy 2+y2ox 2 (l -p 2lj

dxdy

— oo —oo

where k(y) = ^ Py + jax
2 (l- P

2 ).
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Then

J[x+jy]

2ttox o (1 - p
2 )'*

[/2tt ox ( l-p 2 )'1] 2a x 2 (l-p 2 ) jjk2 (y)+
Q

*

2y
2+y2ax

2 (l-p‘

/2tt a.

[y+L] [-L 2
+oy

2
ax

2 (l-p 2 )]
e V e V

dy

where L = a v
2 (l-j — p) .

J ay

Thus

,j[x+jy] = (/2tt ay) e

/2tt av

2a,
[ - L 2+ay

2
ax

2 (1-p 2 )]

or

J(x+jy) _

e
-%{ax

2+j2vxy -oy
2 }

where

Ov
2 = x2

°y
2 =

y
2

and

yxy = xy .
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